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israel
in conflict

DANIEL H LUDLOW

today when one thinks of israel in conflict he most prob-
ably thinks of the now famous six day war in june of 1967
when israel won an astounding military victory over three of
her most militant enemies egypt jordan and syria in this
brief period israel gained possession of the entire city of
jerusalem her ancient capital and conquered a land area of
approximately 18000 square miles thus extending her land
possessions by two and one half times

to the casual observer these military feats by israel should
have solved most of her problems especially the most pressing
problem of external military security to the more careful ob-
server however it is obvious that israel s military victory has
in reality solved none of her problems except possibly to ease
the immediate military threat of national annihilation subse-
quent events have proved that israel s victory did little to solve
her pressing political economic and social problems and at
best it gave her only a brief respite from her problem of exter-
nal military security it actually greatly increased her problem
of internal security israel remains today as she has been since
she became an independent nation over twenty years ago a
nation in conflict

of all the nations on the earth israel should be used to
such conflicts the area that israel now occupies has been
claimed by many groups throughout the centuries the control
of jerusalem itself has changed hands about thirty times
among over twenty nations since the time jerusalem was first
mentioned in history

dr ludlow is dean of the college of religious instruction and professor of
graduate studies in religion at brigham young university he has published
several studies his best known is latter day prophets speak 1948 he spent
eight months in israel in 1968 directing BYU s initial semester abroad in
jerusalem and a summer tour of the bible lands
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though the jewish people claim to have lived in eretzaretz
israel for about 4000 years their stay has not been unchal-
lenged or autonomous they were ruled by the babylonians
themselves persians greeks asmoneansAsmoneans romans byzantinesByzantines
arabs seljuksSel juks christian crusaders mamelukesMamelukes and turks
from about 590 BC to 1917 AD in the balfour declaration
of that year the british gave at least sympathetic support to
the goals of the zionist movements which started in the latter
nineteenth century even though the declaration provided for
a national home for the jewish people inin palestine it did not
specify that palestine would be the national home of the
jewish people such was not the general interpretation espe-
cially among the jewish people and jewish immigration rose
sharply

ISRAELI declaration OF independence
the 1947 UN resolution for the partitioning of palestine

and the withdrawing of the british on may 14 1948 was met
with an israel declaration of independence which brought al-
most immediate war with her arab neighbors much to the
surprise of the rest of the world the infant state fought back
strongly forcing arab retreats on all fronts except at jeru-
salem As separate armistice agreements were worked out to
end open hostilities jewish immigration figures continued to
climb within four years of israel s independence she had al-
most 700000 persons immigrate more than thirty three percent
of her entire population by 1951

the flood of immigration continued and at the end of
1966 israel s population had risen to more than 2.525232.32523 million
of this 1.71717 million increase 6.6 million came from natural re-
production but the additional 1.111ilii million came from immigra-
tion from nearly 100 different countries these new immigrants
brought with them not only problems associated with their in-
dividual lives but also additional problems which were intro-
duced into the corporate life of israel thus immigration has
been both a blessing and a problem for modern israel

under the law of the return which was passed unanimous-
ly by the israeli parliament the knesset in july of 1950 any
jewish person anywhere in the world could immigrate to
israel if that person did not have sufficient personal funds at
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the time to pay transportation to israel such costs would be
absorbed by the jewish national fund it was anticipated the
fund would be reimbursed the cost of this transportation but
such was not always the case thus the state of israel
assumed the mammoth responsibility of financing the return of
many as well as the task of providing housing education lan-
guage training and job opportunities for the numerous immi-
grants who came

another problem in connection with the absorption of
immigrants is that many of the jewish people who returned
to israel under this law were either physically or mentally un-
employable all jews were welcome to come not only the
young and the strong but the old and the infirm the halt and
the blind the widows and the orphans this put a heavy bur-
den on the new state of israel

THE CULTURAL CONFLICT

among the other problems introduced by the rapid immi-
gration was that of cultural absorption in 1948 four out of
five israeli jews were of european origin who had come to
palestine either for new opportunities and challenges if they
had come before world war 11II or to rebuild their shattered
lives if they were refugees from the nazi occupied countries
most of these western jews ashkenazim had been used to
machines factories mass production latest scientific methods
in farming sanitation medical care transportation and com-
municationmunication

however after 1948 and the arab israeli war most of the
new immigrants came from north africa and the middle east
from such countries as yemen iraq kurdistan and morocco
many of these jews from the eastern countries sefardim
were used to primitive housing sanitation transportation and
communication they had lived primarily in rural settings and
knew little or nothing of the hustle and bustle of western
cities

israel thus became a melting pot a nation of many nations
just as the united states had once been a land of immigrants
where many different kinds of people were blended into one
nation however in the case of israel the blending hadtohadbohad to take
place much faster and in a relatively restricted very small land
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area although the immigrants came to israel from over 100
different countries the basic problem of absorption was how
to resolve the many social and cultural problems between the
jews from the western countries and those from the near and
the middle east

the differences were not only those of nationality and
origin but concerned practically every aspect of life the
sefardim knew little of political zionism of hebrew art or
culture of world problems or current events child marriage
was permitted as was marriage to more than one wife alt-
hough many of the boys attended school briefly practically
none of the girls ever attended or were even encouraged to
attend they lived a leisurely life usually working in or near
the home and then only when they felt like it they knew
little or nothing of the democratic processes of merchandising
or moneylendingmoney lending of investing or banking they couldncoulden t
understand why people should try to get more done in less
time why a person would want to work harder just so he
could get richer on the other hand they greatly appreciated
art and beauty songs and dances they designed and hand-
made intricate jewelry and leather goods also they empha-
sized home life and often three generations lived together in
one household

thus the sefardicSefardic jews backward in some areas but ad-
vanced in others fled from the persecution of living among
the arabs to live with their ashkenazic brothers in israel it
has not been easy for the two cultures to adjust to each other
although the compulsory army service has helped many of the
immigrant youth to make the transition however frequently
the adults still try to follow their old patterns of life in a land
and environment which is not always favorable A cursory
reading of a daily newspaper in israel reveals that the cultural
conflict continues some of the sefardicSefardic workers claim they are
discriminated against in employment whereas the employers
usually ashkenazic reply they are simply hiring the best

workers religiously the sefardim scrupulously followed the
ancient rituals and customs whereas the ashkenazim from
western europe had largely adapted his religion to the coun-
tries in which he had lived these basic differences in religious
beliefs and practices have led to the establishment of two
major types of religious courts in israel one for the sefardicSefardic
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religious communities and one for the ashkenazic and today
two chief rabbis one from each group preside over the re-
ligious affairs of israel the list of differences could go on
and on the clash between the two cultures was perhaps in-
evitable and after twenty years it is still unresolved

THE CONFLICT IN POLITICS

for all practical political purposes a jewish state ceased
to exist in 70 AD when the roman legions completed con-
quering the area and began scattering the jewish people
throughout the roman empire from that time until 1948 the
jewish people literally had no homeland they could call their
own and no official government which could represent them
in the councils of the world during most of these 1800
years the jewish people formed minority groups in the various
countries into which they had been scattered

thus when the new state of israel was established in
1948 it is understandable why the political leaders and the
people decided on a democratic political system where even the
minority groups could be represented in the processes of govern-
ment A system of proportional representation was devised
which permits the voters in israel to vote for a list of persons
prepared by the political parties rather than to vote for indi-
vidualsvi then the political parties are represented in the parlia-
ment knesset in proportion to the vote received in the
general election thus if a political party receives ten percent
of the vote then the top ten percent of the candidates on their
list are elected inasmuch as 120 representatives serve in the
knesset a political party would be entitled to twelve repre-
sentativessenta tives in the knesset if it received ten percent of the vote

this system of government obviously has many strengths
including the fact that even small parties have official repre-
sentationsen tation in the government however the system also has
some serious weaknesses for example in the six elections
which have been held since israel became a state no one
political party has ever received a majority vote thus the only
way a government can be formed is through a coalition of
political parties and such coalitions often result in strange
political bedfellowsbedfellows another weakness of the system has been
that the same people tend to be reelected to the knesset elec
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tion after election although 120 members serve in the knesset
fewer than 200 different persons have served in the knesset
in the six elections which have been held such a system not
only deprives the people of the new ideas which might come
from new represenaativesrepresentatives but it has not proven to be con-
ducive to the development of political leadership

governmental STRUCTURE

the crises of may and june 1967 revealed other flaws in
the political structure of israel the cabinet which is headed
by the prime minister who is thus the real power in the
government is collectively responsible to the knesset the
cabinet takes office on receiving a vote of confidence from that
body and it continues in office until after its resignation the
resignation of the prime minister or a vote of nonconfidenceconfidencenon
a new one is constituted in addition to the prime minister
other members of the cabinet include ministers of agriculture
commerce and industry communications defense development
and tourism health housing interior justice labor police
posts religious affairs and social welfare ministers are usual-
ly members of the knesset although nonmembersnonmembers may be ap-
pointed

normally most of the ministers are selected from those
political parties which make up the coalition government thus
the other political parties are often not represented in the
governing section of the political structure inasmuch as there
are frequently about as many political parties not represented
in the cabinet as there are with representation it is not unusual
for the outersbouters to combine together to form a strong and
sometimes vociferous opposition group such a situation de-
veloped in the critical days of may 1967 when some of the
parties threatened a vote of nonconfidenceconfidencenon in the cabinet unless
some new ministerial appointments were made of members
of political parties who were not then represented in the
government also there was a strong feeling in the knesset
that moshe dayan should be appointed minister of defense
a post previously held by levi eshkoleshkon who also held the posi-
tion of prime minister A vote of nonconfidenceconfidencenon by the knesset
would have resulted in the collapse of the government at the
very time that a strong and unified governing group was
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necessary to cope with the threatened attack from the arab
countries the prime minister was finally forced to accede to
the demands of the knesset to save the government

this near political catastrophe has caused many people in
israel to take another good look at theirsystemtheir system of government
apparently the trend now is toward fewer but stronger political
parties in hopes that in the next election one of the parties
might actually get a majority of the vote and not continually
have to fear a vote of nonconfidenceconfidencenon the political party
which has received the largest number of votes in each of the
six elections is the mapaihapai party which merged with two other
parties rafi and achdutachyut ha avodaaboda in january of 1968 to
form the united israel party it is conceivable that this new
party can win a majority of the vote in the elections of 1969
if so the israelis could probably look for some major changes
in their system of government

THE JUDICIAL SYSTEM

the judicial system reflects the divergent elements of
israel s political and religious makeup israel has four major
types of courts to assist in administering and interpreting the
law the complete independence of each of the courts is
guaranteed by law

magistrates courts these are located in the cities and
larger towns and deal with small monetary claims less serious
criminal charges and certain matters connected with land
rights
district courts every action not triable in a magistrates
court comes within the jurisdiction of a district court al-
though cases involving personal status may come before the
religious courts the court is composed of one or three
judges there is no jury system the district courts may also
sit as courts of appeal from magistrates courts and even in
some cases from administrative tribunals if a capital case is
being tried the court is presided over by a justice of the
supreme court
religious courts each of the religious communities recog-
nized by the government isis entitled to have its own religious
courts which rule on matters of personal status marriage
divorce alimony adoption confirmation of wills etc ac-
cording to their respective religious law
supreme court ten justices comprise the highest court in
the land although most cases are heard by three judges thisibisabisahls
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court hears appeals from district court judgments and it can
also sit as a high court of justice in actions brought by any
citizen who seeks redress against any public body it also
exercises jurisdiction over the religious courts

the major problems in israel s judiciary system seem to
stem from the fact that not all religious groups in israel are
officially recognized by the government groups not receiving
official recognition are not entitled to their own religious
courts thus on matters of personal status the members of
such religious groups will be subject to the decision of the
district court regardless of what their own respective religious
law may be this system is not only discriminatory as regards
liberal jewish denominations conservative and reform
whose rabbis and institutions are not accorded official status
but it also discriminates against the minority moslem and
smaller christian groups including the protestant denomina-
tions which also are not officially recognized with the addi-
tion of more than a million moslems and christians as a result
of the 1967 war israel may be forced to reevaluate her present
system of religious courts

THE ECONOMIC PROBLEMS OF ISRAEL

one of the major internal problems in israel concerns its
struggling economy before the war of june 1967 israel oc-
cupied a land territory of only 7992 square miles about
seveenty five percent of which was located in the relatively andaridardd
negev yet in this relatively small land area israel had to
produce sufficient foodstuffs to feed her increasing population
and also to export to foreign countries so that her unfavorable
balance of trade could be brought into line this difficult
problem was aggravated by several conditions first of all
israel is completely surrounded by hostile arab enemies thus
she has not been able to enjoy a normal trade relationship with
any of her immediate neighbors not only have the arab
countries refused to trade with israel but they have also
threatened economic boycotts against other coucountries

4

ntriesatries which do
trade with the israelis one of the causes of the 1967 war was
that no israeli ship nor any ship of any country going to or
coming from israel was allowed through the suez canal

thus israel has been forced to develop trade agreements
with countries considerably distant from her shores primarily
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the countries of europe scandinavia britain america and
more recently west africa israel has taken advantage of her
mediterranean climate to provide these countries with food-
stuffs during the earlier part of the growing season when such
foods are not available from local production

A second problem which faced israeli agriculture in the
early days of settlement was that she had to develop an
agrarian society during the period of the diaspora scatter-
ing the jewish people did not excel as farmers there were
many reasons for this but one of the most important was that
in many of the countries in which they lived the jewish people
were not allowed to own property thus they were forced to
go into banking and other professions when jews began
settling in palestine in 1882 only one out of every fifty jews
was a farmer however after the war of 1948 it was necessary
that the israeli learn to farm because many of the arabs on
whom he had previously relied for farm products had fled to
hostile arab countries who would not trade with israel thus
the farmer became idealized in israel and today one out of
every five jews in israel works in a farming village

A third problem facing israel in the production of these
foodstuffs is that she has had to devise an entirely new line of
agricultural products traditionally the major agricultural
products of palestine were wheat barley olives grapes pome
granatesgradatesgranates figs and dates the grains were grown in the winter
and harvested around easter whereas the other crops were
grown in the spring and summer however in order to obtain
maximum revenue from agricultural exports israel has de-
veloped a new agricultural economy based largely on products
such as citrus fruits which are not grown in the european and
scandinavian countries

the major drawback to israeli agriculture however has
been the lack of water although israel has a relatively high
amount of rainfall in the northern part of the country the
hula valley averages approximately 40 inches per year she
has a relatively small area of irrigable land there on the other
hand the rainfall is extremely light in the southern part of the
country one to ten inches per year where there is consider-
able irrigable land if only the water were available

in 1955561955 56 the late eric johnston was sent as a representa-
tive of the U S to make recommendations concerning the divi
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sionslonsionslon of irrigation waters of the jordan valley primarily the
jordan and yarmuk rivers under this plan approximately
sixty percent of the water would be utilized by the arabs and
forty percent would be allotted to israel the johnston plan
however was never fully accepted by the arab countries As
a result lebanon syria and jordan have all moved ahead
unilaterally to withdraw water from the jordan yarmuk sys-
tem on her part israel has used the johnston proposal as justi-
ficationfi for its pumping of water from lake tiberiasbiberiasTiberias to the
head of the carmel range where it flows by gravity through
closeddosed conduits to irrigate the aridandarld negev

the economic and agricultural future of the area will de-
pend largely upon the ability to produce and develop new
water resources because even 100 percent utilization of the
present water resources would not satisfy the needs thus the
desalinization of seawater is being pushed extensively in his
atoms for peace address before the UN in december of
1953 president dwight D eisenhowerElseneisenhower emphasized the pos-
sible rewards that could come in the future through the utiliza-
tion of atomic energy under the direction of president eisen-
hower admiral lewis L strauss chairman of the atomic
energy commission urged the intensive study of methods of
desalting seawater by atomic energy in june of 1967 mr
strauss and mr eisenhowerElseneisenhower both of them now private citizens
made a proposal concerning the possible application for the
middle east on the desalting of water from the sea in recent
months major breakthroughs concerning the use of atomic
energy in this area have occurred in research projects conducted
in israel and largely financed by the united states inasmuch
as the near east contains several seas including the mediter-
ranean sea the red sea the sea of galilee the possibilities
of future development are almost limitless the development
of such projects would not only help israel but may greatly
expand the supply of water for agriculture in much of the
near east and thus may prove to be a major solution to the
crucial issues facing the region

BALANCE OF TRADE

despite formidable difficulties israel has been able to solve
many of her economic problems for example from 1950
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through 1966 the gross national product in israel grew by an
average of nine percent per year as compared with 333.35355 percent
in the united states the 1966 GNP was almost 4 billion
or 1500 per capita this figure compares favorably with that
of advanced european countries and is many times higher than
that of most of the other countries in the middle east

on the other hand israel has never been able to get her
exports to equal her imports although the imbalance of trade
is annually becoming less in 1950 israel imported more than

300 million while her net exports not including services
amounted to 35 million by 1966 her imports amounted to
almost 812 million while her net exports were 477 million
leaving an imbalance of trade of nearly 400 million

although the total imports may look excessively high for
a country with a GNP of only about 4 billion it should be
remembered that much of this import is in raw material for
example israel imports raw diamonds from south africa and
then exports them cut and polished therefore the diamonds
show as part of both the import and export but approximately
twentyfivetwenty five percent of the import stays in israel to cover the
cost of the cutting and polishing israel has now replaced hol-
land as the number one exporter of diamonds in the world

israel has used several means to achieve a balance of pay-
ments in foreign currency in the 1966671966 67 fiscal year her foreign
currency receipts totaled 1.212 billion of this amount 716
million came from exports of goods and services 279 million
came from private tranferstranterstransferstran fersters of capital and restitution to victims
of the nazis 91 million came from the sale of israel bonds
and 45 million from various governmental agreements be-
yond what israel s trade could do to achieve a balance of pay-
ment she has received help from jewish people everywhere
in 1967 prime minister levi eshkoleshkon estimated that since 1948
at least 750 million had come from friends in the united
states

PUBLIC AND PRIVATE SECTORS OF THE ECONOMY

in addition to her foreign currency difficulties however
israel also has an internal conflict between the public and the
private sections of the economy the settlers who returned to

USU S news and world report april 17 1967 p 76
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palestine from 1882 to 1904 were largely capitalists and they
attempted to repurchase and reclaim the land on capitalistic
principles however they nearly failed in their efforts because
no one person or group had enough money or other resources
to develop the necessarily large reclamation projects only the
donation of millions of dollars by the french nobleman baronbaton
edmond de rothschild enabled these early adventurers to gain
a foothold in the new land

later immigration to palestine 190219141902 1914 brought many
zionists from eastern europe who wanted a socialist jewish
homeland they established communal settlements of various
types to carry out their idea of having group ownership and
control of all the land and the means of production all shared
equally in the gains and losses of the group they did not own
separate houses and frequently did not even live as separate
families sometimes they brought up their children as a group
and they worked lived and ate together in communal housing
with a communal dining hall these socialist villages kib-
butzim helped the zionists in reclaiming the land but they
also came into conflict with the other settlers who were trying
to found a society based on capitalism

A middle type of villages were thus developed moshavimMoshavim
cooperatives in these villages the land is often owned pri-

vately but equipment seeds fertilizers etc are purchased
cooperatively and the sale of products is also handled coop-
erativelyeratively presently about 400 villages in israel are run as
cooperatives moshavimMoshavim I1 nearly 200 are collectives kibbut-
zim and only about forty are entirely privately owned

the jewish national fund established in 1901 by the
world zionist organization to buy land in palestine and to
help in developing productive farms has tried to work with
both the capitalistic and socialistic groups today only ten
percent of the farmland in israel is owned by private indivi-
duals and the remaining ninety percent is owned either by the
jewish national fund or by the government these JNF and
government lands are then leased to the kibbutzim and other
communal groups as well as to private individuals and groups
for development this essentially means that no one can get
rich in israel by buying and selling farmland but it also means
that the conflict between the socialistic and capitalistic groups is
still unresolved
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another major factor inin the economy of israel is the hista
drut israel s general federation of labor this organization
founded some thirty years before israel became a country isis

much more than a labor unionunion inin the american sense but it isis

a labor unionunion however it isis also the country s largest health
education and welfare agency and isis one of the country s

largest employers this unique organization isis introduced in a
recent book on israel as follows

try to imagine a labor nuionunionunion that
owns the country s largest factories construction firm

bank newspapers medical organization insuranceinsurance company
bus and truck lines

isis part owner of the country s biggest airline merchant
fleet oil company quarry tire factory plastic factory

represents eight out of ten workers inin the country in-
cluding doctors lawyers engineers farmers and even house-
wiveswives along with factory and minemine workers

gives medical care hospitalization unemployment insuransurinsur-
ance and social security to two thirds of the entire nation
spends twice as much as the government on health care runs
the country s biggest sports organization and a good deal of
its cultural life

pioneers new villages and towns inin dangerous territory
isis the country s biggest employer and landlord

that s the histadrutHistadrut israel s general federation of
labor it does everything expected of an ordinary labor
union it bargains with employers for higher wages shorter
hours better working conditions it sponsors recreational ac-
tivitiestivi ties for its members and college scholarships for their
children it campaigns for better labor laws and supports
candidates for government office but the histadrutHistadrut isis also a
huge health education and welfare agency a giant business
corporation and pioneering organization 2

the accomplishments of the histadrutHista drut have been con-
siderablesiderable inin its nearly fifty years of existence it has been suc-
cessful inin getting laws passed against child labor against forc-
ing women to engage in hard physical labor in favor of an
eight hour day a forty seven hour week with at least thirty six

continuous hours of rest and at least twelve days of paid vaca-
tion each year however by american standards it still has
considerable goals to achieve as a labor unionunion for example the
average israeli worker still only earns about one third as much

2harrycharryarry essrig and abraham segal israel today new york 1964 p 155
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as the average american worker although the israeli earns far
more than the average worker in the arab countries or in the
underdeveloped areas of asia and africa

RELIGIOUS CONFLICT

israel has been known as the motherland of three of the
world s living religions which had their birth or had important
events happen in this area to the one billion christians on
the earth the land of israel is the birthplace and earthly home
of their savior and redeemer to the over 400 million moslems
jerusalem contains the holy spot from which mohammed as-
cended into heaven and to them is a holy place which follows
only after mecca and medina to the jewish people jerusalem
is the holiesthollest spot on earth the location of their ancient kingly
capital and also the site of their holy temples

at the end of 1966 approximately ninety percent of israel s

inhabitants were jewish 2344900 jews out of the total
population of 2657400 approximately nine percent were
moslem and the remaining one percent consisted of christians
and other groups of the approximately 58500 christians
who lived in israel at the end of 1966 the principal de-
nominations were represented as follows greek catholic
23000 greek orthodox 17000 latin 11000 and maron-
ite 3000 there were also about 2000 protestants angli-
cans presbyteriansPresbyte rians baptists and lutheransLutherans and scattered
numbers in other smaller groups

other religious groups represented in israel include bruzesdru2esdruzes
karaiteskaraitisKaraites and samaritanssamaritanaSamaritans nearly 32000 druzesbruzes live in the
northern and central parts of israel these people are descen-
dants of a group who broke away from islam in the eleventh
century also approximately 10000 karaiteskaraitisKa raites live in israel
mainly near ramia these people reject rabbinic tradition and
law and accept only the literal law of the bible the samaritanssamaritanaSamaritans
are an ancient sect coming down from the times of the bible
who believe in only the authority of the torah pentateuch
and joshua approximately 400 now live in israel mostly in
nablusnabalus ancient schechemschechedSchechem

relatively few of the jewish population are orthodox in
religious belief and practice however because the national
religious party has been part of every coalition government
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the wailing wall in jerusalem was one of the major points of
contention in the arab israeli conflicts

formed in israel many of the laws inin israel are based on re-
ligion including laws pertaining to the sabbath kosher require-
ments etc As part of their price for being a member of the
government the national religious party has insisted 1 that
the minister of religion come from their group 2 that the
law of israel in the area of personal status such as marriage
divorce adoption wills etc should be handled primarily by
the religious courts 3 that the sabbath and the other dietary
laws of orthodox judaism be maintained and enforced and

4 that there should be no proselyting among the religious
groups in israel

although israel claims to have freedom of religious wor-
ship and equality of religions under the law the fact remains
that the present religious laws of israel discriminate against
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many of the non jewish groups as well as against those jewish
groups which are not orthodox for example the law against
proselyting discriminates against christians who believe in
proselyting if there were no such law the jewish groups still
would not proselyte because they do not believe in it also
some of the non jewish groups are discriminated against in
their personal rights because their rabbis and other religious
leaders are not officially recognized by israel thus members
of their religious communities cannot be married by them ob-
tain divorces adopt children etc

it is thus one of the paradoxes of history that the jewish
people who themselves have been persecuted religiously for
hundreds of years in the countries in which they have lived as
minorities should now pass and enforce religious laws which
impinge on the religious rights of some of israel s citizens
the problem is becoming increasingly more significant because
the war of 1967 brought additional tens of thousands of
christians and hundreds of thousands of moslems under israeli
control for example over 12000 christians live in east jeru-
salem which has already been annexed to israel and about
30000 christians live in the west bank areas of Ramallah
bethlehem beltbeit jalla and beltbeit sahourcahour also nearly 1000000
moslems live in these areas and in other areas under israeli
military control in the gaza strip the sinai peninsula and the
golan heights if israel maintains these lands she will be
forced to reevaluate her religious law and practice and even
if she doesndoean t keep these lands she would do well to practice
the teachings of her ancient scriptures which counsel her to
accept the stranger as one of her own

educational challenges
some of israel s greatest progress since 1948 has been made

in her educational system despite the tremendous rise in popu-
lation at present education is free and compulsory in the first
eight grades for children from five to fourteen years of age at
the choice of their parents children attend either state or re-
ligious schools most of which are coeducational however the
present weak point in the educational system is the secondary
schools which are neither free nor compulsory and which
charge tuition of up to 250 per year although about fifty
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percent of the students who qualify for secondary training are
exempted from the payment of this tuition because of the lack
of parents incomeincome or the passing of high entrance examina-
tions in developmental areas many students who should be
attending these schools are unable to do so even with these
limitations approximately 740000 pupils are in primary and
secondary educational institutions in israel as compared with
only 130000 in 1948491948 49

the brightest spot in the israeli educational development is
the excellent system of higher education seven institutions of
higher learning are currently operating in israel as follows

hebrew university located in jerusalem has seven colleges
with approximately 12000 students

israel institute of technology located in haifa has nearly
3500 undergraduate students 1500 graduate students
and 7600 students in extension services

tel aviv university located in israel s largest city has near-
ly 8000 students in six faculties

barbarlianilan university a religious institution at ramat gan
near tel aviv has nearly 3500 students

weizmann institute of science located in rehovotRehovot is pri-
marily concerneedconcerneed with fundamental research in the
natural sciences and has approximately 250 graduate
students

two new municipal universities have just opened in haifa
and beersheba

since 1948 israel has faced and solved many educational
problems including how to get arab girls and a higher per-
centage of arab boys to attend israel organized separate
schools where the courses are taught in arabic and then made
attendance compulsory how to train an adequate number of
teachers she established several teacher training institutions
separate from the regular universities and how to provide
the monies and facilities for higher education she raised con-
siderablesiderable funds abroad increased the total educational budget
by several times and placed more of the responsibility upon
municipal and other groups

hopefully israel s remaining problem of how to assure a
fine secondary school training for all who are interested and
qualified will also soon be solved
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even before the war of june 1967 israel had an internal
security problem with over 300000 arabs living in the land
these arabs lived primarily in three sections the galilee
140000 the larger cities 80000 the negev 20000 in ac-
quiring the additional land areas of the west bank the gaza
strip the sinai peninsula east jerusalem and the golan
heights israel greatly increased her security problem by as-
suming military control of an additional million arabs

although not all of this arab population is opposed to
israel s existence or is even antagonistic to israel yet enough
oppose the principles and practices of zionism to give definite
c aid and comfort to the enemies of israel again to put this
problem in its proper perspective so far as the united states is
concerned what if some 60 million russians were living in the
united states with many of them sympathetic to the political
and economic aims of the soviet union

of necessity israel has had to enforce curfew laws in areas
of large arab populations and most of the territory acquired in
the war of 1967 is still under military control these restric-
tions have caused many arabs to maintain they do not have
the full rights and privileges extended to jewish israeli citizens

A more serious security problem for israel to cope with
however is how to prevent some of the arabs living in the
areas under military control from giving support to the ter-
rorist groups primarily operating out of neighboring arab
countries almost daily these terrorist groups cause the death
of israeli citizens or the destruction of israeli property in the
main the terrorists are not responsible to any of the national
arab governments they are organized and usually operate
independently of these governments although occasionally they
are supported by army units of syria jordan or egypt in their
strikes into israeli held territory israel now faces the dilemma
of how to stop these terrorist operations if she retaliates by
striking at the arabs living in israel who may be giving support
and aid to the terrorists she runs the risk of continued hatred
and suspicion of her arab citizens particularly if the punished
arabs are not really those who were responsible for the inci-
dent if she strikes back at the arab countries which give
sanctuary to these terrorist bands she then runs the risk of
another major war which would undoubtedly involve all of the
arab countries not just the one against whom the retaliatory
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attack is waged or if israel does nothing against the terrorists
undoubtedly the terrorist raids will increase in number and in-
tensity until israel herself is destroyed

the problem of how israel should deal with her arab citi-
zens and with those arabs living in areas under military control
remains one of her most pressing and unresolved conflicts only
the future will tell how she will meet this problem

THE CONFLICT WITH THE ARAB COUNTRIES

the major overriding conflict in present day israel of
course is the difficulty she is having with her neighboring
arab countries this conflict is not of the usual variety where
one country wishes to conquer and control another country in
the case of israel the arab countries do not wish to conquer
and control rather their avowed desire and aim is to destroy
and annihilate thus unless israel is able to solve this major
conflict it will do her little good to solve all of her other
problems

the problem between israel and the arab states has roots
deep in history more than 2000 years before christ lived on
the earth abraham was promised that the land of canaan

later known as palestine would belong to his seed forever
the problem however is that both the arabs and the jews
claim to be descendants of abraham the arabs through
ishmael and esau and the jews through isaac jacob and
judah

in more recent times the claims to the area have arisen out
of the several hundred years of turkish control under the
turks many of the natives were converted to the moslem faith
and other moslems moved into the area of palestine and estab-
lished their villages on the hilltops here they were able to
grow virtually all of the agricultural products they needed to
exist the cereals from which they made their bread the olive
tree from which they obtained their oils and fats the fig tree
from which they got their sugar and the grape vines from
which they obtained wine the hills also provided them with
a natural military advantage over their enemies

when the zionists started to return to palestine near the
beginning of this century they found they could not purchase
most of the hill country either because the people did not want
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to give up their agrarian way of life or they did not want to
sell to jews thus the major areas available for purchase and
eventual colonization by the jews included the swampy
malaria infested hula valley the marshy valley of jezreel the
sandy plains of zebulun and sharon on the mediterranean
coast and the arid wastes of the negev it was to these areas
largely unwanted by the native arab population that the
zionists came through irrigation and drainage projects and
the use of commercial fertilizers the jewish settlers were able
to dry the swamp and make the desert blossom however the
november 1947 partition proposal of the united nations that
separate jewish and arab states be established satisfied neither
group the jews were not satisfied because they felt they had
not been given enough of the land area and that which was
given them was not joined together in an economically feasible
manner the arabs were not satisfied becausebecausetheythey resented the
giving of any of their territory to a proposed jewish state

the conflict between the two groups became more pro-
nounced after may 1948 when israel declared itself an inde-
pendent country the british mandate ceased and the arab
countries declared war on israel As a result of this war
hundreds of thousands of arab refugees left their homes and
fled into surrounding arab countries regardless of the reasons
for their desertion the israelis say the arabs left because they
were commanded to do so by the arab military leaders the
arabs say they left for fear of being killed by the israelis the
unresolved problem of the arab refugee has remained an open
and festering wound on the body politic of the middle east
although armistice agreements have been made between israel
and her arab neighbors no peace treaties have been signed
in the middle east thus referring to the conflict of june 1967
as the six day war is erroneous in a sense because it was
simply a new outbreak of a war that has been going on for
twenty years

ISRAELSISRAELIS ATTEMPTS TO OBTAIN MILITARY EQUIPMENT

one problem that israel has faced is how to obtain the
necessary military equipment to defend herself against the
threats of her arab neighbors although she has been able to
produce some of her light military equipment herself such as
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the uzzi machine gun she has gone primarily to france and
the united states for her heavier military equipment in 1958
france supplied israel with a squadron of sud vautour twin
jet tactical bombers and in 1959 started deliveries of the super
mysteremyst6remystery and later the dassaultdessaultDassault mirage 111IIIililii supersonic inter-
ceptor and fighter bomber however in the war of june 1967
france condemned israel as the agressoregressoragressor and has since refused
to sell her additional planes at present israel is negotiating
with the united states for the delivery of fifty phantom 4 jets
president nixon has declared that if a careful examination
indicates israel is inin need of these planes to protect herself from
arab aggressionaggression then hebe will favor their delivery to israel
the united states has already provided israel with some sky-
hawk fighters and hawk missiles and with a considerable
number of patton tanks

it is ironical that one reason israel has had difficulty in
obtaining military equipment is that she has been so successful
in the use of the equipment she already has thus after her
striking and short victory in the suez crisis of 1956 the western
countries were reluctant to sell too many additional arms to
israel and as a result of israel s spectacular victory in june
1967 the western powers again have largely treated her appeal
for additional arms with you already have enough just as
we told you so but the israelis claim they need additional
arms not only to replace the forty to fifty planes and other mili-
tary equipment she lost in the june war but also to prevent a
newnev war her argument is that strength deters attack and that
if she were adequately prepared egypt and the other arab
countries would be reluctant to attack and thus start another
war

another difficulty israel has had in obtaining additional
arms is that most of the western powers acknowledge that the
arabs have quantitative military superiority but they insist that
the israelis have a qualitative military superiority which more
than compensates for any surplus of military equipment by
their enemies

in november of 1967 the security council of the united
nations adopted a resolution authorizing the dispatch of a
special representative to negotiate with the arabs and israel

to promote agreement and assist efforts to achieve a peaceful
and accepted settlement in december united nations special
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envoy gunnar V jarring left for the near and middle east
to try to implement this resolution over a year later however
the question still remains can there be an arab israel settle-
ment much of the answer to this question according to
israel depends upon whether or not arab leaders are willing
to meet with the israelis face to face to talk about peace how-
ever much of the answer also depends on the great powers
the soviet union is clearly trying to advance communist in-
fluence and power in the middle east by supportingbysupporting the arab
position thus it may well be that the last thing desired by the
soviet union would be a peaceful and stable middle east it
is therefore not surprising that the soviet union has demanded
that israel withdraw from all the territory she occupied in
june of 1967 and that this withdrawal be without any condi-
tions on the other hand the united states has contended that
any withdrawal must be in the context of peace and to recog-
nized boundaries the united states also supports a resolution
which would call for freedom of navigation a just settlement
of the refugee problem and a guaranteeing of the territorial
inviolability and independence of every state in the area

the question then arises which of the conquered terri-
tories would israel be willing to give up in the first place she
has made it absoultely clear that east jerusalem is nonnegoti-
able and will not be returned although israel might be willing
to return some of the other occupied territories it should be
noted that as a result of the 1967 war israel s boundaries are
much more defensible than they were previously her long
winding border with jordan in the jordan valley has been re-
duced from 186 miles to 46 miles the border with egypt has
been cut from 133 miles to 48 miles also much of the new
ceasefirecease fire line is natural boarder following a water course the
jordan river the gulf of asaba the gulf of suez and the suez
canal thus israel undoubtedly would be very reluctreluctantreluctanttoanttoto give
up many of these territories unless she was given boundaries
that would be recognized by the arabs and unless she is guaran-
teed there will be no further efforts toward agressionegressionagression on the
part of the arab states it is hard to imagine such a guarantee
as forthcoming or even enforceable

israel gained other geographical advantages in the june
war 1 1 today the egyptian army is 248 miles from tel aviv
across the sinai peninsula and the suez canal whereas pre
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viouslyvinously egyptian forces were in gaza only fifteen miles away
2 the syrian army has been pushed back from the com-

manding position they held in the golan heights overlooking
numerous israeli settlements to a point where they are now
nearly twenty miles from any long established israeli settle-
ment 3 the israelis are now in command of the large sinai
peninsula which not only makes it difficult for the egyptians
to mass soldiers and tanks for a war against israel but also
provides israel with the income from the oil wells in this
locality 35 million a year which is enough to pay the cost
of maintaining most of the lands occupied from the arabs 4
obtaining the lands west of the jordan river has not only pro-
vided a more natural boundary between israel and jordan the
jordan river but has also greatly extended the width of
israel in the highly populated and very vulnerable area between
tel aviv and haifa

even with all of these advantages however israel has de-
clared her willingness to return some of these lands if the
arabs will meet with her face to face to negotiate the peace
terms and if the arabs will agree that israel has a right to
exist there is little prospect however that the arabs will
agree to these terms thus the chance of peace in the middle
east unfortunately remains very slight

THE FUTURE

and what of the future unfortunately the conflicts faced
by israel in the first twenty years of her existence promise to
continue with some of them becoming even more serious than
before an old jewish saying suggests that when god allocated
the troubles and suffering for mankind he divided them into
ten portions giving nine portions to the jews and one portion
to the rest of the world although things are obviously not that
bad the fact remains that at least the jews in israel have had
and probably will have their share of the world s problems
continuing to be a nation in conflict



A rocky mountain book store
savage and ottinottingeroeraer
of utah

MADELEINE B STERN

A previously uncharted bypath in western americana leads
directly to a nineteenth century salt lake city business partner-
ship the firm which gave an impetus to the development of
western art and photography was known as A ROCKY
MOUNTAIN BOOK STORE in its history three protagonists
were involved

charles R savage 1 destined to become one of the most
outstanding photographers of the west was born in southamp-
ton england in 1832 converted to mormonism by a mis-
sionarysionary he ventured to new york during his twenties from
there having decided to become a photographer he journeyed
west and practiced his trade supplied with a camera a grey
blanket which he used for background and a large tea chest
that he convertedheconverted into a darkroom in june of 1860 he crossed
the plains to salt lake city where sagebrush grew high in the
streets and prairie schoonersschoonensschooners carried their cargoes he was
equipped with an observant eye and a camera a faith in
mormonism and a background of rocky mountain scenery
all he needed was a partner

miss stern is a partner in leona rostenberg rare books in new york city
she is the author of eight biographies the latest of which is the pentarchpantarchPantarch
A biography of stephen pearl andrews 1968 she has also published in
numerous other scholarly journals such as american literature PMLA and
new england quarterly she is currently working on a book on the phrenologist
publishers fowler and wells

edward H anderson events and comments the improvement era
XII 406 kate B carter heart throbs of the west salt lake city 1943-
1948 V 54 IX 107110107 110 115119115 119 information from mr harold B kelly
western americana university of utah libraries robert taft photography and
the american scene new york 1938 p 272
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this need the second protagonist filled george M ott-
inger 2 soon to become a pioneer artist of the west had been
born a year later than savage in springfield township penn-
sylvania the descendant of german quakers who had im-
migrated to america his youth was varied and colorful in-
cluding some formal schooling much daubing in water colors
and a three year voyage before the mast when as a sailor he
shipped to panama and china india and africa tinting
photographs to earn money he subsequently made the west-
ward journey and having adopted the mormon faith ottinger
arrived by oxteam in the valley of the great salt lake just a
year after charles R savage

the two men complemented each other while savage
took photographs ottinger colored them the art work that
resulted could be exchanged for molasses wheat and pro-
visions and so the partnership of savage and ottinger pros-
pered ottinger was promised the job of scene painting for
the new salt lake theater and was soon able to purchase a
home lot from brigham young by 1863 the deseret academy
of arts was organized the territory developed a taste for
rocky mountain scenery that could be photographed by one
partner and tinted by the other As they advertised in the
deseret news of december 9 1863
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in 1866 when the civil war was over charles savage
who did most of the field work for the firm went east to
augment his stock of photographic materials it was doubtlessly
at that time that he met the third protagonist in the story of
A ROCKY MOUNTAIN BOOK STORE samuel R wells

wells proprietor of the new york city firm of phreahre
nologistneologist publishers fowler and wells had an understandable
interest in art and photography besides publishing and sell-
ing books on phrenology the science or pseudosciencepseudoscience of
the mind and giving phrenological examinations based either
upon heads or accurate photographs of heads he operated a
cabinet at 389 broadway in the galleries of that golgotha of
gotham visitors found much of interest from skulls and
mummies to busts engravings and paintings the latest tech-
niques in making plaster casts new developments in photo-
graphy and modern styles in painting had a fascination for
wells who in addition was an enthusiastic traveler to the
west he was well equipped to guide charles savagesavagednSavageinednin photo-
graphic purchases at all events on the return trip savage
fitted up a supply wagon from which he did photography en
route and once back inin salt lake city he sent to samuel R
wells a photograph of brigham young which duly appeared in
the illustrated annual of phrenology and physiognomy

through the politeness of mr C R savage photographic
artist of salt lake city 3

As the 1860 s rushed to their completion so too did the
great overland railroad and the firm of savage and ottinger
found a ready market for views of the overland route and
of all places of interest in utah and montana they supplied
for the salt lake city directory a huge folding plate of the
town advertising their photographs taken in the best style
of the art 4 in his celebrated lecture on mormonism the
humorist artemus ward used a series of painted panoramas
based upon photographs by savage in time the union pacific
and the central pacific met at promontory point utah on
may 10 1869 the thrilling ceremony was captured by charles
R savage in a scene to be reproduced in most of the history
textbooks of the country

3sas R wells the illustrated annuals of phrenology and physiognomy for
the years 186518731865 1873 new york 187311873318751 p 38 of annual for 1866

E L sloan the salt lake city directory and business guide for 1869
salt lake city 1869
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meanwhile however the firm had received most desirable
publicity at the hands of samuel R wells and a business ar-
rangementrangement had been entered into by which savage and ottinger
sold the wells publications while wells sold the handiwork
of savage and ottinger it was through this arrangement that
savage and ottinger were spurred on to greater artistic achieve-
ments

the picture of a ROCKY MOUNTAIN BOOK STORE
appeared in the may 1868 issue of the american phrenological
journal a long lived periodical edited by samuel R wells
beneath the picture was the following announcementannouncement5announcements5

the above engraving represents the book store and
photographic art emporium of messrs savage & ottinger
in great salt lake city utah territory besides supplying
the saints and the gentiles with the best literature of
the old world and the new they produce good pictures
we may safely say some of the best we have ever seen por-
traits of the saints and sinners indians pictures
of trees mountains waterfallswater falls and some of the most
sublime scenery in the world

these gentlemen are artists they combine business
withvithsith art and supply school books phrenological books
and every variety of useful books

here isis a store three thousand miles west from
new york in the center of a vast territory teeming with
life enterprise education and MORMONISM A hundred
thousand hardy people now have their homes in these moun-
tains look now on one of its first book stores

after an apostrophe to the grandest portion of the american
continent wells concluded by quoting a paragraph from the
salt lake daily news

books the attention of our readers is directed to
the advertisement of messrs savage & ottinger they are
the agents for several valuable publications including those
of mr samuel R wells of new york of which we can
not speak too highly visitors from our territory to that
establishment speak very highly of the courtesies extended
to them the house certainly deserves credit for the number
of progressive works it publishes we are glad to learn
that they have an extended circulation among us

after this burst of mutual esteem george M ottinger ap-
parentlyparently sent to the head of fowler and wells one or more

american phrenological journal 475 may 1868 p 195
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of his paintings among them a picture of the great creek that
ran through brigham young s premises entitled city creek
falls this wells had no difficultynodifficulty in disposing of its pur-
chaser was none other than schuyler colfax 6 who in 1865
had visited salt lake city with samuel bowles editor of the
springfield republican and who by 1868 had been elected
vice president of the united states

the following letter written by ottinger to wells from
salt lake city on november 6 1868 7 refers not only to city
creek but to wells part in publicizing the artist s work

salt lake city utah
nov 6 1868

mr wells
dear sir

your letter of the 22d uit recdreeddecd and I1 assure you it is
no small gratification to me to hear you are so well pleased
with the picture not only a gratification & satisfaction to
feel that so small a gift has been appreciated & accepted
in return for the many many kindnesses you have extended
to S & 0 but it is also with no little satisfaction I1 hear that
yourself & friends have discovered some merit in my work
enough indeed to place it among your other gems now
mr wells the only part of the business im not satisfied
with is your placing 50 to our credit we will not stand
that we have been more than doubly paid for that picture
it is a free gift fresh from the hearts of the givers as a
slight token of their esteem and friendship and as such
you must accept it we will not have it otherwise

in a few days I1 shall send you another cafioncanoncadion view
as good as the one you have I1 send it to you to sell for us
and if successful I1 shall send you more and allow any com-
mission you think proper

I1 have been for years struggling and studying with
brush & palette to gain or at least approximate to that
point of fame so coveted by all artists the little picture
I1 sent you has broken the ice in new york the great
center of american art and its success emboldens me to
venture another your influence judgementjudgement and facilities
for exhibiting pictures in your rooms until my name has
become known inin the art world would be a kindness extend-
ed to me of more value than a thousand pictures like city
creek

see american phrenological journal 493 march 1869 p 110
the original is among the fowler family papers collection of regional

history cornell university library and is reproduced by courtesy of mr
herbert finch curator and university archivist
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1I shall send you another picture take your choice sell
one keep the other sell it for 25 50 or 100 sell it for
what it will bring and place to our credit of course deduct-
ing your commission cost of frame & stretcher & c
the CPRR is drawing close to our doors and in a few
months we shall be linked to civilization then mr savage
& I1 shall look for you and do our best to show you the
wild & rocky beauties of utah and until that renewal
of our friendship & better acquaintance believe me

yours truly
G M ottinger

to S R wells esq
new york city

PS if you can advance my name or add to my reputation
by exhibiting my pictures at the national academy I1 would
be very thankful use your own good judgementjudgement about it

A phrenologist DESCRIBES OTTINGER

A few months after he had received ottinger s letter wells
struck out once again in behalf of the mormon painter he
devoted several columns of the march 1869 issue of his ameri-
can phrenological journal to the phrenology portrait and bi-
ography of george M ottinger the utah artist 8

here isis a full sized brain a tough flexible and en-
during body made up of the motive mental and vital
temperaments fairly blended it is comparatively easy for
such an organization to work hard the head is high
and long rather than low and broad benevolence isis the
largest of the moral organs and destructiveness is among
the smaller of the propensities approbativeness con-
scientiousness and firmness are large while self esteem
and concentrativeness are less fully developed he will
be ambitious to excel honorable and honest in his trans-
actions with others acquisitiveness and secretiveness
are small and his love of money isis limited by his necessi-
ties the social feelings are fully indicated in the chin
and lips there is large imitation and full constructiveness
he can copy nature and would be expert inin the use of tools

the intellect as a whole isis above the average he is
both a correct observer and a clear thinker there is
enough ideality to give taste refinement and love for the
beautiful but not enough to make him a wild imaginative
romancer he will work with nature inin her calm and quiet
aspects rather than inin her wild and tempestuous moods

american phrenological journal 493 march 1869 ppap 109110109 110
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still there must be an ardent love for her hills her forests
and her plains we know our subject to be an artist
and claim nothing for phrenology inin this delineation but
he isis more than an artist he isis a fully fledged man a
matured human being

mr ottinger has not suffered the grand landscape
about the city of the saints to remain unappreciated his
pencil and brush have been much employed inin transferring
to paper and canvas its peculiar features his productions

evinceevince the free touch originality and freshness of a
sprightly and progressive lover of nature and point to
future achievements of enviable excellence

some of his paintings the most noteworthy we may
mention who will care for mother now an incident
of the battlefieldbattle field independence rock city creek falls
now inin the possession of mr schuyler colfax overland
pony express engraved and published by harpers weekly
the last of the aztecsazteca a large picture telling of de-

parted greatness

not long after ottinger s portrait looked out from the pages
of the american phrenological journal the phrenologist wells
paid a visit to salt lake city finding it regularly laid
out in blocks with wide streets and large mansions the office
of wells fargo not far from the salt lake hotel utah he
concluded is a great country and brigham young was her
prophet 9

wells enthusiasm for the city and its artists persisted and
was reflected in the pages of his monthly where in 1870 and
1871 he featured articles on the sociological problems of the
mormonscormonsMormons the utah gentiles and the mormon question he
was especially interested in the utah reformers as they
styled themselves who in november and december 1869 had
11made a bold stroke of rebellion against the power of brigham
young this apparent schism in mormon ideology inspired
wells to make the following interesting comments

though we did not lecture or make any professional
examinations on our recent visit to salt lake city we have
examined the heads of hundreds of the representative men
and women of the mormonscormonsMormons and made ourselves acquainted
with the people

savage and ottinger of the artists are one from
england the other from philadelphia but mr ottinger

american phrenological journal 516 december 1870 p 416
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is an american artist who has settled down and cast his
destiny with the mormonscormons rather than an original mormon
elder

reformers men of large heads with the philosophical
and idealistic development and they design to publish an
elaborate system of spiritual and moral philosophy and also
a complete system of social sciencescience from the standpoint of

reformed mormonism they are universalian in their
mental tendencies and therefore unfit for a theocracy of

chosen people 10

A feature on leaders in the mormon reform movement
with portraits of such new movers as eli B kelsey the
iconoclast of utah reformers and joseph salisbury leader of
the working classes continued to be emblazonedblazonedemblazonerem in the pages
of the american phrenological journal

it was wells articles on those utah reformers that moti-
vated the following letter from C R savage12savage12

salt lake city
june 27th 1871

friend wells
yours to hand I1 am much flattered at your opinion

of me I1 do not think however that while you represent the
great living spirits of the present day that I1 am entitled to
any prominence above my fellows certainly I1 have pioneered
the interior west photographically moreover I1 have en
deavoured to infuse a love of art among the people and
have maintained the only art gallery in any of the territ-
ories I1 have also pulled the sage brush and planted the
vine so have hundreds of others here

we the mormonscormons do not realize that the eyes of the
world are on us so much the love of money will make some
men do almost any thing but it was not the love of money
that built up our country it was a higher loftier principle
and power of action new moveismmoleism would never have ac-
complishedcomplis hed this much it lacks the power of concentration
it lacks unity it lacks faith for my part my faith in the
overruling power of god towards us was never greater than
at present

I1 notice you give prominence to some of the so called
reformers of utah heaven save the mark what the com

11 american phrenological journal 521 january 1871 ppap 444544 45 see
also ibid 515 november 1871 ppap 328333328 333

ibid 531 july 1871 ppap 304030 40
12 the original is among the fowler family papers Collectcollectioncollectioioh of regional

history cornell university library and is reproduced by courtesy of mr
herbert finch curator and university archivist
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munists were to paris so would the new movers be to utah
they the reformers would pull down and destroy what has
taken 22 years to build up what can they give in return
for the faith once deriveddelived sic to the saints vain philoso-
phy wordy moonshine of an impracticable character if
I1 could find one less drunkard a less number of thieves
or blasphemeblasphemersrs through any of their reforms I1 would thank
god for the movement

I1 think bro wells you ought to go slow in lending
your paper too much to the interests of the so called liberal
party did you live here you would pronounce them unmiti-
gated tyrants that same salisbury was known to utter the
following sentiment while denouncing his old faith said
he damn jesus christ As the party deny the mission
of christ you can see where they land but I1 must stop I1
denounce them as a set of humbugshumburgs whose efforts will de-
stroy more than build up and their counterpart may clearly
be seen in the doings of the communists of paris they
have refused to celebrate the 4thath of july in our tabernacle
because it is devoted to the interests of the kingdom of
god they have taken sides against the sovereign people
here and look forward to the speedy overthrow of the
mormon church & people they will look in vain well
weed them out

this is the character of the reformer but I1 am sorry to
say the reverse isis the case men who under the influence
of the old faith left off tobacco whisky &cac now think
they have the liberty to use the article the reformers can be
seen exemplifying their liberty by falling back upon errors
they once left the same eli B kelsey you speak of so high-
ly would have cut me ofofff from the church years ago for
the commission of any act violating the word of wisdom
he now struts our streets smoking the biggest cigar he can
find I1 only mention this to show that their reform is a hum-
bug no reform will help a people if it does not make them
better what I1 love in my faith is that it brings to bear
upon our every day life a constant controlling power to re-
strain men in all their actions

I1 do not say there are not some good men amongst them
but they are very few operationcooperationco that they please to style
an oligarchy is a great success and a godsend to the people

you must excuse the scrawl I1 send you I1 am attend-
ing to the counter and trying to write this the foregoing are
my honest sentiments when you call such men reformers
you ought to go slow

my regards to mrs wells
and best wishes to yourself

C R savage
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when next you dwell upon utah give the men who
make the country prominence and not upstartsup starts under the guise
of reformers you may think me severe but I1 have strong
reasons for it

during the few years still allotted to him samuel R
wells dwelt less upon utah reformers than upon reforms
closer to home both savage and ottinger however con-
tinued their work although their partnership was dissolved
while ottinger became the spokesman for the glories of utah
art 13 savage opened his own art bazaar as headquarters for
views of rocky mountain scenery and portraits of utah s cele-
britiesbrities 14 at his establishment on main street visitors having
sat for their photographic likenesses might purchase not only
mormon publications books and albums but a souvenir casket
of great salt lake containing a vial of the water and the sand
of the shore mrs frank leslie visiting salt lake city during
the grand transcontinental tour organized by her husband the
newspaper magnate frank leslie naturally paid a visit to
charles R savage the town s principal photographer who

freely admitted himself to be a mormon somewhat defiantly
stating that he had nailed his colors to the mast 15 by that
time his erstwhile partner ottinger had painted hundreds of
pictures and when brigham young died on august 29 1877
it was ottinger who made the cast of his face and took the
measurceasurmeasurementsementscements a technique which he had perhaps learned from
the phrenologist samuel R wells

at all events the trio of savage ottinger and wells had
learned much from one another and their relationship though
brief had been fruitful the rocky mountain book store
built up by savage and ottinger specialists in utah art and
photography had through wells publicity been made known
to the east with the country s increased awareness of the
beauties of western scenery a powerful impetus was given
to the arts that recorded it

G M ottinger the salt lake city the art journal XIV 1875 p
268

14cC R savage pictorial reflex of salt lake city and vicinity salt lake
city 189518931189511893 C R savage views of utah and tourists guide salt lake city
r188711887

mrs frank leslie california A pleasure trip from gotham to the golden
gate new york carleton 1877 ppap 757775 77



some significant texts
of joseph smiths
inspired version
of the bible

ROBERT j MATTHEWS

my first article in the autumn 1968 issue of BYU studies
dealt primarily with the making of the inspired version of the
bible it considered two major aspects 1 the preparation of
the manuscript notes by the prophet joseph smith and his
scribes and 2 the publication of the printed editions by the
reorganized church of jesus christ of latter day saints

RLDS this article will discuss a number of passages that
are unique to the inspired version and also some of the impli-
cations in the text that are frequently overlooked

there are at least three levels at which one may read the
inspired version the first and simplest level is to compare it
with the king james version to findthefind the variant readings the
second and perhaps the most informative level is to analyze
each variant to determine the actual change in meaning that
resulted from the inspired version rendition the third and
most difficult level is to examine the inspired version not only
for content but also for style this level is not limlimitedlimxtedted to what
is said but also involves an analysis of how it is said 1theI he third
level is particularly important because it deals with the question
of whether the inspired version is a restoration of the original
text of the bible although not all of the variants in the in-
spired version are suitable for this kind of critical examination
a number of passages are thus suited and these are highly
interesting and even provocative when analyzed such passages
have characteristics about them which strongly suggest inspira-
tion and even restoration of the orginalordinal text insomeansomein some instances

dr matthews is director of academic research for the department of semi-
naries and institutes
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the first level described above was essentially the subject
of the first article and will be given no further explanation at
this point the remainder of this article will discuss the second
level passages of subject matter significance and the third
level passages that have significance because of form in addi-
tion to content although there is often an overlapping of
these areas in which a passage fits both categories there is
enough distinction between them to justify treating them sepa-
rately limitations of time and space will permit only a
sampling of these categories

the major subject matter revisions involved in the inspired
version are doctrinal and deal with the nature of god the
nature of man the atonement priesthood the kingdom of god
the building of zion salvation obedience the first principles
of the gospel the resurrection and similar items little is
given of a geographical geological or cultural nature although
therearethereasetherthereeareare some references that may be so applied

the king james version contains many passages that con-
vey the idea that god repents the very idea seems inconsistent
with and contradictory to the nature of a righteous and per-
fected deity and the thought that the very god of heaven
should have need to repent is to many persons unthinkable

the problem is somewhat diminished with the realization
that the hebrew word which is frequently translated repent
actually has the connotation of breathing a heavy sigh rather
than the meaning of repenting consistent with this the in-
spired version contains many passages that were amended by
the prophet joseph so that they no longer convey the idea that
the lord repented in the usual sense of the word following
are a few examples throughout this article the corresponding
passage from the king james version is given for comparison
the italics in the inspired version are minemine for emphasis

king jainesjames version inspired version 1

ex 3214 and the lord re ex 3214 and the lord said
penteddented of the evil which he unto moses if they will re-
thought to do unto his people pent of the evil which they

have done I1 will spare them
and turn away my fierce
wrath

the new corrected edition of the inspired version printed in 1947 is
used throughout this article A preference for the new corrected edition was
explained in the former article
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1 sam 1511 it repentethrepen teth 1 sam 1511 1I have set up
me that I1 have set up saul to saul to be king and he re
be king pentethpenketh not that he hath

sinned
2 sam 2416 the lord 2 sam 2416 for the
repented him of the evil and people repented and the lord
said to the angel that des-
troyed

stayed the hand of the an-
gelthe people I1itt I1iss

enough stay now thine hand
Ps 13514 for the lord will Ps 13514 for the lord will
judge his people and he will judge his people and he will
repent himself concerning his not repent himself concern-

ingservants his servants
jer 4210 for I1 repent jer 42421010 and I1 will
me of the evil that I1 have turn away the evil that I1 have
done unto you done unto you
amos 73 the lord repented amos 73 and the lord said
for this concerning jacob jacob shall

repent for this

76 the lord repented for 76 and the lord said con-
cerningthis this also shall not be jacob jacob shall re-
pentsaith the lord god of his wickedness there-
fore I1 will not utterly destroy
him saith the lord

jonah 310 and god saw jonah 310 and god saw
their works that they turned their works that they turned
from their evil way and god from their evil way and re-

pentedrepented of the evil that he and god turned away
had said that he would do the evil that he had said he
unto them and he did it not would bring upon them

other passages in which the prophet made the same type
of changes about the lord repenting are found in genesis
667 genesis 81315813 15 in the inspired version psalms 135
14 jeremiah 18810188 10 and jeremiah 263 13 19

WHO HARDENS HEARTS

in a similar vein the lord does not harden anyone s heart
in the inspired version in each of the following passages the
inspired version renders the statement so that the lord was
not the responsible agent in hardening someone s heart

king james version inspired version
ex 421 but I1 will har-
den

ex 421 but pharaoh
his heart that he shall will harden his heart and he

not let the people go will not let the people go
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ex 73 and I1 will harden ex 73 and pharaoh will
pharaoh s heart harden his heart as I1 said

unto thee
see also exodus 713 912 101 20 27 and 1110 for addi-
tional passages of this kind

along this same general topic are two passages from isaiah

king james version inspired version
isa 69 and he said go isa 69 and he said go and
and tell this people hear ye tell this people hear ye in
indeed but understand not deed but they understood not
and see ye indeed but per and see ye indeed but they
ceiveceide not perceived not
isa 6317 0 lord why hast isa 6317 0 lord why hast
thou made us to err from thy thou suffered us to err from
ways and hardened our heart thy ways and to harden our
from thy fear heart from thy fear

each of the foregoing old testament passages illustrates
the positive direction of the inspired version away from the
concept that the lord leads people to evil or hardens their
hearts against doing good and this rendering is in agreement
with the following change in the lord s prayer

king james version inspired version
matt 613 and lead us not matt 614 and suffer us not
into temptation but deliver to be led into temptation but
us from evil deliver us from evil

many of the passages usedaboveuseused abovedabove to illustrate the nature of
deity also suggest something about the nature of man since
god neither hardens medsmen s hearts nor leads them toward sin
it is evident that men are to that extent left untrammeled the
inspired version however goes furtherthanfurther than this in its explana-
tion of man s nature just as the lord does not harden the
hearts of men or turn them away from god neither does he
unconditionally force eternal life upon them

CALLED TO ETERNAL LIFE

the inspired version takes exception to many bible pas-
sages which imply that because some men are called to
eternal life they are thereby able to do good works it reverses
the view and susuggestsaaertsaests that good works make it possible for one
to be called to eternal life this is illustrated in the follow-
ing passages
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king james version inspired version
acts 1348 and when the acts 1348 and when the
gentiles heard this they were gentiles heard this they were
glad and glorified the word glad and glorified the word
of the lord and as many as of the lord and as many as
were ordained to eternal life believed were ordained unto
believed eternal life

another passagethatpassage thatthai shows the same consistency of doctrine
follows

king james version inspired version
1 cor 123 but we preach 1 cor 123 but we preach
christ crucified unto the jews christ crucified unto the jews
a stumblingblockstumbling block and unto a stumblingblockstumbling block and unto
the greeks foolishness the greeks foolishness
124 but unto them which 124 but unto them who be-

lieveare called both jews and both jews and greeks
greeks christ the power of christ the power of god and
god and the wisdom of god the wisdom of god

the king james version gives no hint as to the age of
accountability of children however the inspired version deals
with the matter as follows

king james version inspired version
gen 177 and I1 will esta- gen 1711 and I1 will esta-
blish my covenant between blish a covenant of circum
me and thee and thy seed casioncision with thee and it shall
after thee in their genera behe my covenant between me
tionseions and thee and they seed after

thee in their generations that
thou mayest know for ever
that children are not account-
able before me until they are
eight years old

the exact rerelationshiplationship between circumcision and accountability
is not explained but the inspired version definitely declares
what the age of accountability is

while in galilee with the twelve jesus taught the people
that little children were without need of repentance this doc-
trine is emphasized in the inspired version rendition

king james version inspired version
matt 1810 take heed that matt 18181010 take heed that ye
ye despise not one of these despise not one of these little
little ones for I1 say unto you ones for I1 say unto you that
that in heaven their angels in heaven their angels do
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do always behold the face of always behold the face of my
my father which is inin heaven father who is in heaven

1811 for the son of man is 1811 for the son of man is
come to save that which was come to save that which was
lost lost and to call sinners to re-

pentancepen tance lurbuthutfht these little ones
have no need of repentance
and I1 will save them

A short time later when jesus and the twelve had gone
into judea the people brought little children unto jesus that
he might put his hands on them and pray and the disciples
rebuked them evidently the twelve felt that the judeansjudeane
had not heard their lord s teachings concerning little children
for the inspired version gives the reason why they sought to
prevent the people from bringing their little ones note the
following

king james version inspired version
matt 1913 then were there matt 1913 then were there
brought unto him little chil-
dren

brought unto him little chil-
drenthat he should put his that he should put his

hands on them and pray and hands on them and pray and
the disciples rebuked them the disciples rebuked them

saying there is no need for
jesus hath said such shall be
saved

1914 but jesus said suffer 1914 but jesus said suffer
little children and forbid them little children to come unto me
not to come unto me and forbid them not

these additions supplied by the prophet not only attest to
the sinless state of childhood but give an otherwise unattain-
able insight into the reason why the twelve tried to prevent the
people from bringing their children to jesus without the in-
spired version we can have but scant appreciation of this
matter the disciples remembered what jesus hadbad said in
galilee about little children needing no repentance and there-
fore proceeded to inform the judeansjudeane that there was no need
to have jesus bless the children they apparently acted in good
faith but simply did not understand the full meaning of jesus
teaching that jesus was willing to bless the children and lay
hands on them even though children did not need repentance
and baptism the inspired version weaves this principle into
the narrative in a very casual and natural way
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another significant feature of the inspired version occurs
in romans chapter 7 As the chapter stands in the king james
version paul says that he is carnal and sinful that the good
he would do he does not do and the evil he would not do he
does do all of this is written in the present tense signifying
that even after experiencing the cleansing power of the gospel
paul is still under sin for he says to will is present with me
but how to perform that which is good I1 find not v 18

the chapter concludes with paul saying that with his flesh he
serves the law of sin

these are strange statements for paul to make about him-
self when in so many other instances he explains that when he
was under the law he was a sinner but christ freed him and
through christ he walks not after the flesh but after the
spirit see romans 84584 5 10.10loio

in the inspired version these passages are worded in a
manner to draw a distinction between paul s life under the
law of moses as compared with his life after he received
the gospel of jesus christ in the inspired version paul says
that when he was under the law he was carnal but now with
the gospel he is spiritual concluding that he would serve the
law of sin with his flesh if he subdued not the sin in him

king james version inspired version
rom 714 for we know that rom 714 for we know that
the law is spiritual but I1 am the commandment is spiritual
carnal sold under sin but when I1 was under the law

I1 was yet carnal sold under sin

715 but now I1 am spiritual
for that which I1 am command-
ed to do I1 do and that which
I1 am commanded not to allow
I1 allow not

715 for that which I1 do 1I 716 for what I1 know is not
allow not for what I1 would right I1 would not do for that
that do I1 not but what I1 hate which is sin I1 hate
that do I1

716 if then I1 do that which 717 if then I1 do not that
I1 would not I1 consent unto the which I1 would not allow I1
lawlavlamiam that it is good consent unto the law that it

is good and I1 am not con-
demned
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717 now then it is no more 718 now then it is no more
I1 that do it but sin that dwell I1 that do sin but I1 seek to sub-

dueeth in me that sin which dwellethdwelleth
in me

718 for I1 know that in me 719 for I1 know that in me
that is in my flesh dwell that is in my flesh dwellethdwelleth

eth no good thing for to will no good thing for to will is
is present with me but how to present with me but to per-

formperform that which is good I1 that which is good I1
find not find not only in christ
719 for the good that 1I 720 for the good that I1
would I1 do not but the evil would have done when under
which I1 would not that I1 do the law I1 find not to behe good

therefore I1 do it not

721 but the evil which I1
would not do under the law I1
find to be good that I1 do

720 now if I1 do that I1 would 722 now if I1 do that
not it is no more I1 that do it through the assistance of
but sin that dwellethdwelleth in me christ I1 would not do under

the law I1 am not under the
law and it is no more that I1I1
seek to do wrong buthutfurlurjur to sub-
due sin that dwellethdwelleth in me

721 1I find then a law that 723 1I find then that under
when I1 would do good evil is the law that when I1 would do
present with me good evil was present with me
722 for I1 delight in the law for I1 delight in the law of god
of god after the inward man after the inward man

723 but I1 see another law in 724 and now I1 see another
my members warring against law even the commandment of
the law of my mind and bring-
ing

christ and it is imprinted in
me into captivity to the my mind

law of sin which is in my
members

725 but my members are
warring against the law of my
mind and bringing me into
captivity to the law of sin
which is in my members

726 and if I1 subdue not the
sin which is in me buthuthurbur with
the flesh serve the law of sin

724 0 wretched man that 1I 0 wretched man that I1 am
am who shall deliver me from who shall deliver me from the
the body of this death body of this death
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725 1I thank god through 727 1I thank god through
jesus christ our lord so then jesus christ our lord then
with the mind I1 myself serve that so with the mind I1 myself
the law of god but with the serve the law of god
flesh the law of sin

the whole tenor of the inspired version rendition is that
the gospel changed paul and gave him a power over sin that
he did nothavenot have before this great message is pauls dynamic
testimony of the power that christ can have in a human life
that christ is the enabling power to salvation

the king james version fails to place sufficient emphasis
on the change that the gospel had made on paul s nature and
this makes the chapter out of tune with many of paul s other
statements whereas the inspired version brings the chapter
into harmony with the totality of paul s teaching about the
merits of christ the king james version not only lacks the
vitality of the inspired version in this chapter but it gives a
false impression of paul s life after his conversion it denies
the full power of the gospel

the king james version lists certain blessings that the
father will give to men and then adds 0 ye of little faith
the inspired version reads a little differently and qualifies
the promise as follows

king james version inspired version
matt 630 wherefore if god matt 634 therefore if god
so clothe the grass of the field so clothe the grass of the field
which to day is and to mor which todayto day is and tomorrowto morrow
row is cast into the oven shall is cast into the oven how
he not much more clothe you much more will he not pro
0 ye of little faith vide for you if ye are not of

little faith

A similar rendition is also found in luke 1230 of the in-
spired version

the very well known passage admonishing man to seek first
the kingdom of god received a change of major importance in
the inspired version

king james version inspired version
matt 633 but seek ye first matt 638 whereforewhere fore seek
the kingdom of god and his not the things of this world
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righteousness and all these but seek ye first to build up
things shall be added unto you the kingdom of god and to

establish his righteousness and
all these things shall be added
unto you

the significant change in this passage directs man to be
engaged in building the kingdom and establishing righteous-
ness on the earth whereas the implication in the king james
version is that man need only seek the kingdom which ap-
parentlyparentlypatentlyly is already established

because of the particular way that the king james ver-
sion cautions against rendering judgment many have felt it
to be wrong to judge at all however the inspired version
alters thestatementthe statement to say that the important thing is how the
judgment is made note the following

king james version inspired version
matt 71 judge not that ye matt 72 judge not unright
be not judged bouslyeously that ye be not judged

but judge righteous judgment

in still another selection the king james version represents
paul as saying that the church is the pillar and ground of the
truth the inspired version alters this verse by relating it to
christ

king james version inspired version
1 tim 315 but if I1 tarry 1 tim 315 but if I1 tarry
long that thou mayest know long that thou mayest know
how thou oughtestoughtest to behave how thou oughtestoughtest to behave
thyself in the house of god thyself in the house of god
which is the church of the liv-
ing

which is the church of the liv-
inggod the pillar and ground god

of the truth
316 and without controversy 316 the pillar and ground of
great is the mystery of godli-
ness

the truth isis and without con-
troversygod was manifest in the troversy great is the mystery

flesh justified in the spirit of godliness god was mani-
festseen of angels preached unto in the flesh justified in

the gentiles believed on in the spirit seen of the angels
the world received up into preached unto the gentiles
glory believed on in the world re-

ceived up into glory

the well known passage where charity covers sins is ren-
deredderedthusthusihus by the hand of the prophet joseph
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king james version inspired version
1 pe 48 and above all things 1 pe 48 and above all
have fervent charity among things have fervent charity
yourselves for charity shall among yourselves for charity
cover the multitude of sins predenprevenpreventethfjreventethrethteth a multitude of sins

the bible has many figurative expressions and in some
instances the inspired version clarifies and explains them for
example the injunction to take up thy cross and follow me is

given several times in the scriptures and is understood to be
a figurative expression the inspired version explains what it
means

king james version inspired version
matt 1624 then said jesus matt 1625 then said jesus
unto his disciples if any man unto his disciples if any man
will come after me let him will come after me let him
deny himself and take up his deny himself and take up his
cross and follow me cross and follow me

1626 and now for a man to
take up his cross is to deny
himself all ungodliness and
every worldly lust and keep
my commandments
11627627 break not my com-
mandmentsmandments for to save your
lives

the figurative expression to cut off a foot or hand if it
offends is clarified by the inspired version thus

king james version inspired version
mark 943 and if thy hand mark 940 therefore if thy
offend thee cut it off it is hand offend thee cut it off
better for thee to enter into life for if thy brother offend thee
maimed than having two and confess not and forsake
hands to go to hell into the not he shall be cut 0offff it is
fire that never shall be better for thee to enter into life
quenched maimed than having two

hands to go to hell
941 for it is better for thee
to enter into life without thy
brother than for thee and thy
brother to behe cast into hell in-
to the fire that never shall be
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944 where their worm dieth quenched where their worm
not and the fire is not dieth not and the fire is not
quenched quenched
945 and if thy foot offend 942 and again if thy foot
thee cut it off it is better offend thee cut it off for he
for thee to enter halt into life that is thy standard by whom
than having two feet to be cast thou baiwalmdiwalkistwalkestwalhestkesthestkejr if he become a
into hell into the fire that transgressor he shall be cut off
never shall be quenched 943 it is better for thee to
946 where their worm dieth enter halt into life than hav-

ingnot and the fire is not two feet to be cast into
quenched hell into the fire that never

shall be quenched

944 therefore let every man
stand or fallfailfali by himself and
not foranotherfor another or not trusting
another
945 seek unto my father and
it shall be done in that very
moment what ye shall ask if
ye ask in faith believing that
ye shall receive

947 and if thine eye offend 946 and if thine eye which
thee pluck it out it is better seeth for thee him that is ap-

pointedfor thee to enter into the king-
dom

to watch over thee to
of god with one eye show thee light become a

than having two eyes to be cast transgressor and offend thee
into hell fire pluck him out

947 it is better for thee to
enter into the kingdom of god
with one eye than having two
eyes to be cast into hell fire
948 for it is better that thy-
self should be saved than to
be cast into hell with thy bro

948 where their worm dieth ther where their worm dieth
not and the fire is not not and the fire is not
quenched quenched

of a similar expression found in matthew 189 the in-
spired version makes the explanation that a mans hand is

his friend and his foot also and a mans eye are they of his

own household
that the disciples were to be selective and even restrictive

in teaching the gospel especially to those who were not ready
is offered as the meaning of the figurative expression about not
casting pearls before swine this is shown by the following
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king james version inspired version
matt 76 give not that which matt 710 and the mysteries
is holy unto the dogs neither of the kingdom ye shall keep
cast ye your pearls before within yourselves for it is not
swine lest they trample them meet to give that which is holy
under their feet and turn again unto the dogs neither cast ye
and rend you your pearls unto swine lest

they trample them under their
feet
711 for the world cannot re-
ceive that which ye yourselves
are not able to bear wherefore
ye shall not give your pearls
unto them lest they turn again
and rend you

77 ask and it shall be given 712 say unto them ask of
you seek and ye shall find god ask and it shall be given
knock and it shall be opened you seek and ye shall find
unto you knock and it shall be opened

unto you

the king james version containscntains the injunction that the
lord had given to men and animalsai the green herbs of the
field for food it specifies every green herb the inspired ver-
sion altered this as follows

king james version inspired version
gen 129 and god said be-
hold

gen 131 and I11 god said
I1 have given you every unto man behold I1 have

herb bearing seed which is given you every herb bearing
upon the face of the earth seed which is upon the face
to you it shall be for meat of the earth to you it

shall be for meat

130 and to every beast of the 132152 and to every beast of the
earth and to every fowl of the earth and to every fowl of the
air and to every thing that air and to everything that
creepethcreepeth upon the earth creepethcreepeth upon the earth
wherein there is life I1 have wherein I1 grant life there
given every green herb for shall be given every clean herb
meat and it was so for meat and it was so even

as I1 spake

although the inspired version differs from the king james
version in several instances in the foregoing passage the most
significant seems to be that the lord did not order every green
herb as food for living beings but every clean herb it would
seem inconsistent that every green herb was intended as food
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since that would include not only all of the edibles but such
things as poison ivy poison oak tobacco marijuana and a
number of other green plants that are nonfoodsnon foods

passages from the inspired version that have special im-
portance because of their form the third level referred to in the
forepart of this article are not so numerous as the subject
matter passages but are given special treatment in this discus-
sion because they offer clues and suggestions about the in-
spired version being a restoration of the original biblical text

although the words are only vehicles by which the prophet
joseph smith conveyed the thought he wished to give in each
passage the particular form and structure that he gave to these
words may very well be a reflection of the inspiration that came
to him in making the inspired version

for example the prophet arranged several passages in the
inspired version as conversation between jesus and his dis-
ciples or in some instances between jesus and the jewish
rulers although the subject matter of the conversation is

important it is also intriguing that the prophet chose to place
these ideas in this particular form

the following passages from the sermon on the mount
illustrate one of these situations

king james version inspired version
matt 71 judge not that ye matt 71 now these are the
be not judged words which jesus taught his

disciples that they should say
unto the people

72 judge not unrighteously
that ye be not judged but
judge righteousrighteousoms judgment

7722 for with what jjudgment ye 73 for with what judgment ye
judge ye shall be judged and judge ye shall be judged and
with what measure ye mete it with what measure ye mete it
shall be measured to you again shall be measured to you again

73 and why beholdestbeholdest thou 74 and again ye shall say
the mote that is in thy bro-
thers

unto them why is it that thou
eye but considerestconsiderest not beholdestbeholdest the mote that is in

the beam that is in thine own thy brother s eye but consider
eye est not the beam that is in

thine own eye

76 and jesus said unto his
disciples beholdestBeholdest thou the
scribes and the phariseesPharisees and
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the priests and the levites
they teach in their synagogues
but do not observe the law nor
the commandments and all
have gone out of the way and
are under sin

77 go thou and say unto
them why teach ye men the
law and the commandments
when ye yourselves are the
children of corruption

75 thou hypocrite first cast 78 say unto them ye hypo-
critesout the beam out of thine own first cast out the beam

eye and then shaltshallshaitshaie thou see out of thine own eye and then
clearly to cast out the mote out shalt thou see clearly to cast
of thy brothers eye out the mote out of thy bro-

thers eye

714 and then said his dis-
ciples unto him they will say
unto us we ourselves are
righteous and need not that
any man should teach us god
we know heard moses and
some of the prophets but us
he will not hear

715 and they will say we
have the law for our salvation
and that is sufficient for us

716 then jesus answered and
said unto his disciples thus
shall ye say unto them
717 what man among you
having a son and he shall be
standing out and shall say
father open thy house that I1
may come in and sup with
thee will not say come in
my son for mine is thine and
thine mine

79 oh what man is there of 718 or what man is there
you whom if his son ask among you who if his son
bread will he give him a ask bread will give him a
stone stone

it should be noted in the foregoing passages that in the
midst of the savior s instruction a discussion developed between
jesus and his disciples concerning how they would take the
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gospel to the jewish rulers it appears that the disciples were
hesitant to debate with the phariseesPharisees and scribes whereupon
jesus told his disciples how to reply to the jewish leaders the
point to be observed is that either this discussion between the
master and the disciples took place or it did not that is it is

an historical event or it is not joseph smith inserts the dis-
cussion as part of the sermon on the mount in such a manner
as to give every indication that he regarded it an an actual
event that took place during the delivery of the sermon

the question might be raised whether the prophet actually
restored the text as matthew wrote it or whether being the
seer that he was he went even beyond matthew s text and
recorded an event that actually took place during the delivery of
the sermon but which matthew did not include this cannot
be determined with certainty nevertheless the way in which
joseph smith inserted the passage permits this type of recon-
structionst since the prophet was dealing with scripture and
knew the importance of the word of god it is unlikely that
he would add or take from unless he did it by the authority
of divine revelation we have no record of the prophet taking
such liberties with other sacred writing and there seems to be no
valid reason to suspect that he was careless with injecting new
thought into the sermon on the mount

an event in church history concerning the language of
revelation probably has some relevance to this point when
elder william E mlellinmcellinMLellin failed in an attempt to imitate the
language of scripture written by the prophet as contained in the
book of commandments the prophet made the following ob-

servationsservations

william E mlellinmcellinMLellin as the wisest man in his own
estimation having more learning than sense endeavored to
write a commandment like unto one of the least of the lords
but failed it was an awful responsibility to write in the name
of the lord the elders and all present that witnessed this
vain attempt of a man to imitate the language of jesus christ
renewed their faith in the fullness of the gospel and in the
truth of the commandments and revelations which the lord
had given to the church through my instrumentality italics
mine2mineamine 2

2dhcDHC 1122622 6
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this experience in the language and form of scripture took
place in november 1831 during the same period of time in
which the prophet was engaged almost daily in the revision of
the new testament he presented the passages from the re-
vision of the sermon on the mount as the words of jesus to
his disciples and it is not likely that the prophet would try to

imitate the language of jesus christ the how of the
prophet s revision of the sermon on the mount calls for an ex-
pression of inspiration and could represent either a restoration
of material that was once in matthew s account of the sermon
or could go beyond matthew and reiterate an event immediate-
ly behind the text which took place during the sermon but
which matthew did not record

another example of direct discourse found only in the
inspired version is matthew 91821918 21 which tells of a con-
frontationfrontation between jesus and the phariseesPharis ees and relates an ex-
change of information about the subject of baptism that is not
recorded in the king james version

king james version inspired version
no text what was added matt 918 then said the

between verses 15 and 16 phariseesPharis ees unto him why will
seems to fit ye not receive us with our

baptism seeing we keep the
whole law

919 but jesus said unto them
ye keep not the law if ye
had kept the law ye would
have received me for I1 am he
who gave the law

920 1I receive not you with
your baptism because it profit
eth you nothing

921 for when that which is
new is come the old is ready
to be put away

As with the earlier example the question may again be asked
whether this encounter between jesus and the phariseesPharis ees actual-
ly took place as recorded in the inspired version it is either
historical or it is not if not historical then it would simply be a
literary device used by the prophet to convey a doctrine but
since the prophet is not known to use devices of this kind in
the other volumes of scripture that he produced there is con
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siderablesiderable reason to believe that the prophet regarded this pas-
sage as a statement of historical fact it seems reasonable to
conclude that the inspired version at this point represents
either a restoration of mathew s original record or an addition
of an event that took place in the ministry of jesus which matt-
hew did not record but which is nevertheless germaine to the
discussion in matthew s account

other examples of this kind found only in the inspired
version are matthew 1237381237 38 luke 1435361435 36 and luke 16
162316 23

in each of the foregoing instances the subject matter is

important but there is also importance in the fact that the mes-
sages purport to record actual historical events in the savior s

ministry these passages have more meaning than the recording
of mere subject matter

another interesting item in this category occurs in luke 3

192019 20 of the inspired version which is inserted in the midst oiof
the account of john the baptists preaching the passage con-
sists of a personal and direct note from luke to a gentile ac-
quaintance named theophilus this personal note is not found
in the king james version but the style of the insertion implies
that the prophet regarded the passage as an authentic lucanlucari
comment the passage is as follows

king james version inspired version
luke 312 then came also luke 317 then came also
publicanspublicans to be baptized and publicanspublicans to be baptized and
said unto him master what said unto him master what
shall we do shall we do

313 and he said unto them 318 and he said unto them
exact no more than that which exact no more than that which
is appointed you is appointed unto you

319 for it is well known un-
to you theophilus that after
the manner of the jews and ac-
cording to the custom of their
law in receiving money into
the treasury that out of the
abundance which was received
was appointed unto the poor
every man his portion
320 and after this manner
did the publicanspublicans also where
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fore john said unto them exact
no more than that which is ap-
pointed you

314 and the soldiers likewise 321 and the soldiers likewise
demanded of him demanded of him

this unique passage in the inspired version is addressed to
theophilus to explain a matter of jewish law and custom why
would the prophet use a literary device of this kind unless he
were actually recounting something from luke s original ac-
count if the explanation were intended by joseph for latter
day readers only why was it addressed to the first century
theopilus As with the earlier examples this passage seems
to convey more than mere subject matter

if the examples discussed in this section are restorations of
actual events they could be worded just as they are without
further explanation or commentary and the simplest conclusion
appears to be that the prophet intended these items to be so
recognized

it should be emphasized again that these conclusions do
not apply to the entire inspired version since there are only
a limited number of readings that have particular characteris-
tics it is probable that the inspired version is many things
and that only portions of it represent restorations while other
portions may be explanations interpolations enlargements
clarifications and the like

the science of textual criticism offers an objection to the
inspired version being a restoration of the original text on the
basis that the prophets work is not extensively supported by
the many ancient manuscripts and fragments of the bible that
are now in common use by scholars however this may pos-
sibly be accounted for in two ways first no original manu-
scripts of the bible are available and even the earliest available
documents are removed from the originals by many decades
corruption of the texts could have taken place in the inter-
vening years second many of the passages in the inspired
version may be reiterations of events which were either not
recorded by the biblical writers or were lost before the bible
was compiled in which case even the original bible manuscripts
would not contain the information

there are similarities of subject matter vocabulary and
phraseology between the writings of luke and of paul that
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are enhanced by the inspired version this similarity can be
noted in all of the versions of the bible but it is increased and
fortified in the inspired version since paul and luke are
known to have been traveling companions it could be expected
that their writings would reflect this association and contain
similarities of style and subject matter the important item here
is that the situation is magnified in the inspired version which
seems consistent with a document that purports to be inspired
and which as a result of this inspiration contains a freshness
and completeness that the other versions no longer possess

likewise there are several items exclusive to the inspired
version that bespeak an internal consistency in the book of
matthew these matters are worthy of additional study but
space will permit only the mere mention of them without de-
tail discussion or example

this article presents only a few examples that could be
cited to illustrate some of the peculiar and interesting points
in the text of the inspired version most examinations of the
inspired version in the past have studied content only but this
writer believes that a form study of the inspired version would
be both challenging and rewarding and would demonstrate
more fully just what the inspired version is form study is as
yet a relatively unused procedure in studying the inspired ver-
sion and could be a great source of information for this exten-
sive work by the prophet joseph smith

my analysis leads me to conclude that the inspired ver-
sion is many things there are passages that are strongly
persuasive of being restorations of the original text or even of
historical events beyond the text there are other passages that
may be inspired explanations but not necessarily restorations
other items appear to be simply clarifications of ambiguous
passegespassagespasseges in any event the subject matter of the inspired ver-
sion is informative the style is intriguing and there is still
much to be learned about this great work of the prophet
joseph smith the full value of the inspired version of the
bible is not yet appreciated



poems from

jesus christ
the son of god

ROBERT N SCOTT

theretihere is a moment
A flicker between the ember and the ash
caught in the dropping of an eyelash
A spot both now and then
yet neither now nor then
nor soon to be

A gap

in the continuum of space where spirit and body are one
where life is a breath of wind
playing over the soul a shadow of light
moving across the void
where man is a poet s harp played by the wind

there is a catch breath moment
A brief flash when two eyes meet
or think they meet
when distant memories collide
in the lacy veils of the mind and we re shown inside
where the self evident world finds
the less evident self
and fades from view
suddenly losing the form of reality
in such a moment where life flickers
god is
man is
creation is

and even I1 may become I1 AM

mr scott is a master s candidate in english at brigham young university
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theJL he sea winds drive the surge
against the shore
wearing the time sifted dust away
until only the rock shall remain
bemantledmantledBe in emerald and pearl
for only the rock shall remain
where the light flashes gold in the wind
and the sea shines emerald and pearl

whoVV ho is this god of moses
I1 don t believe I1 know of this one
there are so many gods these days
I1 should have thought religion
to be a simpler thing
my son tell me of this new god
you re always speaking of
there are so many
tell me have you seen this god
no no of course not
no one ever sees the gods
they are always of the invisible
it must be an awkward life to be sure that of a god
always so indefinite
and this moses
Is he like the others half starved and unwashed
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1I should have been a prophet
were I1 not shall we say
so amply incorporated
it seems that one cannot be a saint these days
unless he is half starved
I1 am thinking that on that account
hell shall be more sociable than heaven
they tell me this new god
speaks from burning bushes
and pillars of smoke and fire
he is a bit dramatic don t you think
and is it true this god has no temple
and no temple uh virgins
how terribly barbaric
I1 should prefer isis myself
were this body not so very old heh heh heh
I1 am sorry my son I1 did not mean
I1 am an old man and sometimes very foolish
you say he calls himself the god of israel
well where has he been all these years
where was he when they took your mother
As an offering for the temple of love
Is a man supposed to wait all his life for god
another god my life has been wasted chasing
after the gods
no you go on with this moses
I1 am too old for a new god
I1 do not know this one
yet when you speak his name
eh I1 am a dotteringdetteringdottering old man
still his name is like an echo
sounding somewhere within me
deep within me and I1 tremble
no no you go on
I1 shall die here along with the older gods
I1 have created them we shall die together
go go with moses leave me
my son offer a dove for an old man
an old man too old for this new god

this poem was read on KNXTVKNX TV los angeles
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grayvjrray shadows slide quietly over the sea

and a cold wind shatters the waters below
the waters smoothing the black rocks along the shore
suddenly the shadows part
and light streams through the sky
striking the sea and bursting
into a million lambent fires
earth bound stars flashing in the spindrift
shimmering in the shaft of light
A single gull hovers on the wind
soars out up and poised
then flick flashing gold white
he drops
A million times more lovely
his footprint in the sand
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wewe were a grumbling lot
gathered in the inn that night
I1 don t think there was a room to be had
in all of bethlehem
aye we blessed old caesar

and damned his hide
I1 left my ship waiting the tide and hurried home
I1 must have kicked every stone in the road
in honor of his majesty
we had just settled down when he came in
looking for a room for his bride
she was a wee thing and swelled up big with child
I1 kinda felt something for them
I1 don t know why
son a man don t always know why he feels what he does
he just well he just does
we put them out back in the stable
I1 ve slept in worse ill tell you
well it wasngasn t long before the little lady
began her launching that girl had spunk
she slipped that kid down the ways
without battin an eye
we furrled him in a swaddling sheet
and gathered round for a look see
when I1 looked down at him I1 saw such a light
flash in his eyes like twouldatwould calm the sea of galilee
when the wind comes out of the night
whipping the sea and a man s life
Is a little thing torn on the wind
he wrapped his hand around my finger
and squeezed hard

I1 was warm inside
when I1 lay down to sleep that night
like as if I1 had walked among the stars
and shook the hand of god
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tarryJL arry ye here and watch with me

he said to the faithful three
the cool night breeze
played with the leaves
flashing them silver in the moonlight
A little further on he went
over by the wall where the ivy climbed
and the honeysuckle perfumed the air
there he knelt troubled
alone in his sorrow
alone with our anguish
and the three slept
alone
there in the garden he wept
god forsaken and alone he trembled in pain
alone he ended what began so long ago
so long ago in that other garden
when first the leaf fell
and death climbed out of the womb
and when it was finished what were his thoughts
that night in the garden
of childhood friends
A mother s touch
A wife s caress
the jordan plain flushed gold vermilion
in the autumn sun
the dead white shores of the great salt sea
or the storms that flash over galilee
A fish and five hundred
A footprint in the sand
the naked the halt and the poor
and the many more he could not reach
for there was no time
his concern for them who slept
who did not really understand
can we ever understand it all
the sacrifice made by a garden wall
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A NOTE ON
LANDSCAPE WITH POND AND CABIN

WESLEY M BURNSIDE

of the many nineteenth century artists whose style exempli-
fied the tenets of the hudson river school alexander wyant

183618921836 1892 isis one of the most outstanding wyant did not
confine himself to the scenes of grand panorama of the hud-
son river however during his relatively short life span his
style changed from hard edged foreground forms dissolving in
panoramic distance to more intimate loosely constructed themes
of thicket and brook

wyant was born in the rural area of evans creek ohio and
while yet in his youth he determined to become an artist before
he was twenty he had worked as a sign painter and had begun
to idolize the then rising artist george inness his meeting
inness inin 1859 while visiting new york proved to be an im-
portant stimulus inin his early development as an artist

another important factor in the development of wyant s

style was the influence of the dusseldorf school of germany
one of the most popular schools for american artists around
the middle of the nineteenth century at dusseldorf the empha-
sis was placed on sound craftsmanship such artists as emman-
uel leutz and albert bierstadt among numerous other ameri-
can artists were products of the exacting demands of the
school wyant remained only for a short time at dusseldorf
under the tutorship of hans friedrich gude shortly thereafter
he visited england where the paintings of constable seem to
have affected his style particularly in the broad brush technique
evidenced inin his work at the time

the major change inin his style took place after 1874 how-
ever when a stroke left him with a paralysis of his right arm
after he learned to paint with his left hand his technique
became looser and his scenes generally became more intimate
in feeling and smaller inin size during the period when lands-
cape with pond and cabin was painted intimacy plus the
resurgence of constable s loose style was being manifested in
wyant s work

birdirmr burnside is assistant professor of art at brigham young university







the wheel
in ancient america

PAUL R CHEESMAN

when joseph smith introduced the book of mormon to the
world in 1829 most of its claims were viewed as fantastic and
unbelievable the cultural and historical implications of the
record were too much for the scientific mind of the day the
science of archaeology had not been developed and most of the
people knew very little about the ancient ancestors of the am-
erican indian with only a select few showing interest in their
cultural background most of the people seemed interested only
in pushing them farther west and securing more of their land
when early explorers like catherwood and stephens brought
back paintings and data they gathered in 1839 and 1841 from
mexico and central america there arose some wonder about
the relationship between the magnificent cities of the past and
the unlettered simple indian

the book of mormon claim of being an abridged religious
history of some of the ancestors of the american indian met
early with much scientific criticism that may have been just
the growing pains of the science of archaeology since presently
archaeological findings generally confirm the record though
most of its cultural implications have since proven accurate
there are still a few areas where further research is needed
the elephant horse iron wheat and the wheel are five areas in
which scientists still have not produced sufficient evidence for
unanimous confirmation of book of mormon statements that
they all existed it is with one of these controversial areas that
this paper is concerned the wheel

the book of mormon uses the word wheel only once in
11II nephi 1528 which is a quotation from isaiah the implied

dr cheesman assistant professor of undergraduate religious education at brig-
ham young university has spent a great deal of time studying and searching
the book of mormon lands in central and south america this material was
first presented at the 16thl6thlath annual archaeological symposium
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use of wheels in the book of mormon comes from the seven
references to chariots the first reference is found in 11II nephi
1217 also a quotation from isaiah if the isaiah quote is used
since there is no such reference in the jareditejaredineJaredite accounttheaccount the first
mention of wheels in the book of mormon would be dated c
559 BC the second reference to wheels or the word chariot
is found in alma 189 which dates c go90 BC

the wheel is a basic mechanical device regarded by most
scholars as one indication of a higher civilization the earliest
known use of the wheel is depicted on a limestone relief in
mesopotamia and indicates the use of a cart dating c 3500
BC 1 this reference dates the presence of the wheel in the old
world considerably earlier than any for the new world be-
cause for many years scientific investigation has failed to pro-
duce information supporting the use of the wheel in ancient
america lately however there have been some artifacts found
which are of serious interest to the student in this field since
the book of mormon implies the use of a wheel by pre colum
bian peoples on this continent this investigation becomes even
more fascinating to the interested mormon student

EARLY USES OF THE WHEEL

probably the first adaptation of the wheel for machine use
was the water wheel and the first nontransporttransportnon utilization of the
wheel is thought to have come during the bronze age with
the invention of the potter s wheel pottery began to be wheel
fashioned about 3000 BC in ancient egypt 2

most archaeologists contend that the potter s wheel was not
known in ancient america because evidence indicates that the
pottery was handmade without the aid of any mechanical de-
vice there is however every indication that pottery was made
both by hand and by wheel in the old world exhibits from
the old world support the claim that the potter s wheel was
utilized for rapid mass production of pots evidently many pots
were manufactured commercially most of domestic pottery
however was made by hand by the housewife and was as im-
portant a task as the construction of family clothing

charles singer E J holmyard A P hall eds A history of tech-
nology oxford 1954 vol 1 p 205

cyril alredaired the rise of the god kings from the dawn of civilization
ed stuart piggott new york ppap 128 198
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W N holmes reports an interpretation of an ancient
american custom from which one may infer the use of the
wheel principle in america

in modeling a clay vessel a bracket may be used as a
support and pivot thus becoming an incipient form of the
wheel it may be used equally well in the shaping of the
bodies of vessels thus assuming in a limited way the func-
tions of a mold 3

this report also affirms that a device similar to a roulette
wheel was in use during the pre columbian period such items
being found near the mouth of the missouri river

henry C mercer while conducting the corwith expedition
for the university of pennsylvania in 1895 observed a true
though simple potter s wheel in operation among the native
potters of merida mexico although this could have been a
tool resulting from the spanish influences its peculiar mech-
anism and mode of operation distinguish it from any similar
clay molding wheel thus far known in ancient or modern times
from any part of the old world the natives even call the de-
vice by a mayan name kabal mercer is convinced from his
studies which have been confirmed by others that this device
is indigenous to ancient yucatan 4

reporting on contemporary pottery technique in yucatan
G W brainard states

the saucerlikesaucer like type kabal is found at mama yucatan
and it consists of two parts first a pottery saucer similar
to a mold used inin dasacareDasacare pottery making centers reported
by foster and second a round piece of wood this piece of
wood or petcha goes on top of the kabal like a plaster
bat of today to make the flat working surface upon which
the vessel is turned 5

lu fawson of salt lake city concludes after nine years of
research that the kabal of the mayan civilization was a potter s
wheel and that the kabal was used prior to the arrival of the

aw3wW N holmes 20th annual report of the bureau of american ethnology
washington DC 1898 p 69

henry C mercer the kabal or potter s wheet of yucatan the bulletin
of free museum of science and art pennsylvania 1897 vol 1 no 2
ppap 6313963 139

brainard G W unpublished notes from department of archaeology
carnegie institute washington DC 1940 ppap 104210 42
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spaniards 6 samuel K lothrupgothrup writes that he has seen what
appears to be a potter s table in peru this was found in the
possession of dr tello curator of the national archaeological
museum of lima peru 7

researchers report that miniature animal like clay articles
indicating the use of the wheel have been unearthed in meso-
potamiapotamia and their counterparts have been found in mexico
because these artifacts are small they are called toys in the
mesopotamian area the smaller article bears a resemblance to a
larger more practical model that is miniature carts and char-
iots as well as the life size vehicles have been found in the
new world many miniature models of wheeled vehicles have
been found but no counterparts in the larger more practical de-
sign have been discovered as yet the absence of these larger
artifacts has caused some archaeologists to think that the prac-
tical use of the wheel was not known their assumption de-
mands a stone or metallic wheel however there may have been
large wooden wheels in use if there were large wooden
wheeled vehicles they probably would have decomposed by
now

WHEELED TOYS

the french explorer desire charnay explored an indian
cemetery in popocatepetlpopocateped mexico in 1880 and found a toy ani-
mal so constructed that the four discs found with the dog or
coyote fit perfectly as wheels photograph no 1

in 1940 matthew stirling an archaeologist who has con-
centratedcentrated his studies on the wheel discovered eight wheels in
tres zapoteszapotekZapotes vera cruz the wheels seemed to be clay discs
which were used to make the pottery toys mobile along side
the wheels were found a pottery dog and a pottery jaguar each
with two tubes attached to their feet the wheels were held
together two by two by wooden axles that passed through adobe
tubes which were attached to the animals front and rear legs
on a second expedition stirling found twelve more discs which
he took to be three sets of wheels for toy figurines

he summarizes his findings it doesndoean t appear likely that

lu fawson A study of documents that substantiate the existence of a
pomerspowersPouponfersterstefs wheel inin ancient america salt lake city unpublished paper 1966

difonsoifonsoalfonso caso sobretiroSob retiro de cuadernoscuademosCuademos americanos mexico imprentaimprontaImprenta
mundialmundiakMundial 1946 p 25
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having known the principle of the wheel for five centuries it
never occurred to them to use it in a more general way 8

once inin the national museum of mexico there were some
small metal dogs displayed which contained circular perfora-
tions in their fore feet dr alfonso caso classifies them as
panamanian

lately in mexico and even in the southern united states
numerous adobe wheels withcenterwith center perforations have been
found there is a possibility that they could be discs for sewing
on clothing or could have been used in hairdos or for spindle
whorls or wheels

J eric S thompson a renowned researcher states the
concept of the wheel for the representation of the calendrical
material is without doubt pre columbian 9

dr gordon F ekholm a director of the american museum
of natural history in new york reports

during the winter of 1942 while I1 was making some
excavations in panuco and inin the vicinity of tampico I1
found a certain number of small discs that I1 suspected of
having been the wheels of rolling toys like those found by
dr stirling inin tres zapoteszapotek and in charnay in popocatepetl
in the excavations of panuco I1 felt most happy when my
helper informed me of the finding of a complete toy with
wheels just after having left the place myself and only a few
meters from my excavation this finding together with
the other known examples convinced me that the mexican
indians before the conquest had made small vehicles with
wheels in the form of animals and therefore had some
knowledge of the principle of the wheel 10

in 1960 hasso von winning reported the discovery in cen-
tral america of eighteen figurines presumably mounted on
wheels in addition to these the author has noted two more
figurines now in the museum of the american indian in new
york five wheeled toys in the stendahl collection at los an-
geles three in the los angeles county museum and two in his
own collection it is estimated that there are at least thirty or
more examples of pre columbian wheeled toys that have been
unearthed in central america

dr M W jakeman of brigham young university has
stated

ibid p 5

haidhbid9ibid
ibid
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there can now be little question but that the princi-
ple of the wheel was known and utilized in ancient ameri-
ca at least in the case of toys and it seems likely that
these apparent playthings are fashioned in imitation of
larger vehicles used in a workday life of the children s

elders 11

the wheeled toy is definitely found in the old world in the
mesopotamian area they are approximately the same size as
the ones in the new world possessing hollow bodies and
crudely made wheels which might be mistaken for spindle
whorls

it appears that the american specimens found thus far have
not been dated earlier than 200 AD which is significantly pre
columbian although most of the european wheeled toys have
considerably earlier dating this time gap was shortened con-
siderablysider ably with the report of a wheeled toy located in old
carithcorith greece and dated in the first century AD 12

the suggestion that there were manufactured toys which
used a basic mechanical principle not in practical use in a
larger model is not probable in fact this idea is extremely un-
common in the so called primitive cultures in the world if we
consider the nearly universal use of dolls which are miniatures
of people or animals and small so called items common to every-
day life such as pottery vessels grinding stones or weapons
it is noteworthy that we have not found any toys in a culture
which were not at least partially replicas of the larger practical
model

HIGHWAYS

the remarkable highways uncovered in peru and northern
yucatan one which extends for a distance of 100 kilometers
between the ruins of coba and uaxuna suggest the use of the
wheel or rollers some of these roads up to thirty feet or more
in width were elevated and had smooth masonry surfaces 13

there are some archaeologists who argue that the pre colum
bian indians did not use the wheel but that they did use rollers

M wells jakeman discovering the past provo utah 1954 p 355335555
12 12morrismorris bishop terracottaTerracotta horse first century AD archaeology

vol 6 autumn 1953 p 153

J E- S thompson H E 0 pollock and J chariot A preliminary study
of the ruins of coba quinztanaQuinztana roo mexico washington DC 1932
publication 424
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photograph no 3

photograph no 4
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on their roads to carry loads 14 that they constructed such huge
highways for roller transportation and did not see the wheel
principle in those rollers seems inconceivable

OTHER WHEELLIKEWHEEL LIKE OBJECTS

circular smooth discs are found throughout mexico and the
southern united states which could be spindle whorls or small
wheels if they are whorls and some of them are attached to
spindles they could be construed to represent the wheel and
axle principle

william salazar of lima peru discovered some metal discs
much conjecture has been advanced on such devices generally
calling them mace heads the mace was common in ancient
america but true maces were constructed of heavy metal or
stone pieces so they would form formidable weapons of war
what is most interesting concerning the pieces shown in photo-
graph 2 is that they were NOT made heavy but purposely
made light near the periferyperifery openings were cut into the metal
which lighten it As a matter of fact they seem to be early
examples of our present gear principle with an axle hole and
precision made gear like teeth

while touring through the magnificent national museum
of anthropology in mexico city I1 especially looked for wheel-
like pre columbian sculptured pieces and was pleased to find
several photograph 3 is one of these on display in the mu-
seum what about it

other types of revolving objects with widespread use among
the american cultures might have contributed to the discovery
of the wheel principle these include the pump drill the top
the buzz disc and possibly even the roller portions of the car-
vings on the pre columbian newspaper rock found in indian
creek canyon near monticello utah bear a marked resemb-
lance to wheels photograph 4 A mace head belonging
to the chavin culture of ancient peru is shown in photograph

5 this 9thath century BC club head utilizes the principle of
the screw a modification of the wheel principle several cen-
turies before archimedes courtesy of american museum of
natural history

alvin M josephy jr ed the american heritage book of the indians
new york 1961 p 20
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photograph 6 shows a sizeable collection of circular ob-
jects which has been found in peru it is thought by some that
these were used as weapons or for ceremonial purposes the use
of some of these as simple gears is certainly a possibility

photograph 7 is a large circular stone with a hole in the
center it is thought that this could have been used for the ball
game that was so common throughout central america since
the center hole is not as large as most of the game baskets
other uses are possible

conclusion
in copan honduras the writer observed a sculptured stone

slab with a figure resembling a wheel the doughnut shaped
hoop used in the ball game of the ancient americans indicates
the idea of a circular unit the large reservoirs of the cusco
area of peru are arranged in circular compartments even the
large aztec calendar stone suggests the idea of a wheel

with the number of wheeled objects that have been found
and the additional wheellikewheel like units that are evident it seems
evident that archaeologic opinion will soon have to recognize
the wheel as an instrument of use in ancient america since the
book of mormon has specifically mentioned chariots which
imply the use of the wheel we shall eagerly await for future
research to uncover more evidence of the practical uses the
ancient americans made of this principle of the wheel



the
rabbit hunt

DOUGLAS H THAYER

when alienallenailen got back to his bedroom after brushing his
teeth he opened his gun cabinet and took out five boxes of
shells and his browning 22.2222 automatic rifle it was saturday
in twenty minutes he was supposed to be at the chapel to
pick up the boys from his sunday school class for a rabbit
hunt he taught the class only for the summer while he was
home from college where he was in his second year of pre-
dent the hunt was a reward for the boys being quiet during
july the girls were always quiet and he knew that if he
were ten minutes late they would be potting the pigeons off
the chapel roof but they were pretty good kids and they
should all have a swell time although it would be hot

the snakebitesnake bite kit it was too hot for rattlesnakes in the
open sagebrush during the day but there was always some
chance at least around rocks his father had warned him again
at breakfast about the deep gullies particularly in dog valley
because the sage always grew right to the edge of the sheer
clay sides an excited kid chasing a wounded rabbit could take
a twenty foot dive into one wouldnwouldnt t that be jolly each of
the kids had gone through the required state gun safety
course all he and larry needed to do was to keep them in
some kind of line and out of the high sage the mothers had
all given their permission

allenalienailen unbuttoned his faded levis and pulled his white
T shirt tight across his stomach then buttoned up again and
combed his hair because cathy liked his hair sun bleached
he wasngasn t wearing a hat he winked at her picture they had
a date at seven his summer construction job paid well kept

mr thayer who teaches creative writing at brigham young university where
he is assistant professor of english has also published in the colorado quart-
erly and earlier in BYU studies
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him in great shape and he had cathy which made for a big
summer so far he picked up the browning and shells then
stood to bow his head and say a short prayer buzzing a bigb
yellow hornet bumped at the window screen

going down the hall he banged on danny s door hey
mom said to get up danny groaned come on kid it s

saturday morning hit the deck danny hunted everything
with him and his father ducks geese pheasants rabbits deer
but had a special piano lesson for his recital so couldncoulden t make
it this time coming down the stairs and into the kitchen
alienallenailen heard his mother on the back porch talking to mrs
miller his father had left for the office he got his canteen
moved some of the breakfast dishes aside to fill it at the
sink and then took his lunch out of the refrigerator

good morning mrs miller he said when he got on
the porch

she greeted him and she and his mother went on talking
he smashed two flies trapped against the inside of his wind-
shield and then had to clean the glass with a kleenex one
thing he didndian t like about hunting in august was the flies
the boys would have to keep moving

when he started his engine his mother came down the
steps have a good time son and see that those boys behave
themselves

1 I will mom she squeezed his arm then waved as he
backed out behind her over the garage door hung the antlersanglers
from a dozen deer hunts some of them bleached white he and
his father always nailed up the biggest antlersanglers each fall

he waved back at his mother shifted to drive and moved
down the quiet street danny would have the yard work to do
alone mrs wayne stopped her raking to wave she hadnhaan t
always been quite that friendly when he was a boy she used
to chase him off for sniping birds out of her big trees with
his BB gun but he never shot songbirdssongbirds none of the kids did
just starlings and sparrows

the boys saw him when he crossed third south dressed
in cutoffscut offs carrying sack lunches and guns they came
charging off the church lawn whooping excited their white
T shirts and naked legs flashing in the new sunlight he
made them put all of the guns in the trunk on the old blanket
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they groaned they wanted to hold their guns they would
be careful not on your life he said he made sure each
action was open before he laid the guns on the old blanket

larry drove up they gathered in a circle for prayer then
left driving south on 91 toward levan they would hunt near
levan first then drive farther west to dog valley at the base
of battle mountain where the best hunting was the boys
wanted to look for arrowheads and bones at the mountain
until hebe told them that there had been no massacre

larry right on his tail they made nephi in less than an
hour even though they had to stop once to get a hornet out of
the car the valley grew wider and more barren except for
the black pinion pines on the low rounded mountains and
squares of drylanddry land wheat on the flats sagebrush covered
everything patches of fur showed where cars had pounded
jackrabbitsjackrabbits into the asphalt and every mile or two a hawk
sat perched on top of a power pole

speaking over the rush of warm air the boys told hunting
stories alienallenailen told them about the time he and three friends
had killed two hundred jackrabbitsjackrabbits on a single overnight hunt
they used a spotlight to blind the rabbits along the old roads
and he still had the sugar sack full of tails somewhere the
boys already hadbad a tail contest set up later when those in the
back seat started to tell dirty jokes their voices muffled he
had to tell them to knock it off this is still a sunday school
class he said embarrassed they quieted down they were
good kids a little rowdy at times but still basically good kids
they liked him because he had

I1
played

1
hihigh9h school ball

hey look bruce hollered pheasants
allenalienailen caught just a glimpse of the small flock in the corner

of a cut wheat field two roosters the boys wanted to know
when the season opened judas how he liked to walk through
the corn kick up the big roosters and then blast them down
in lonoionolongiong trails of bright feathers last year for the first time
in his life he had made a triple jumped three roosters simul-
taneously out of one weed clump and killed all three his
father walked clear across the field to slap him on the back
and shake his hand

at levan unincorporated population 247
alienallenailen turned off onto the dirt road and drove across the sage
flatsflatsfiats toward the mountains and the power line with larry
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half a mile behind him in the dust alienallenailen pulled off at the
usual place while he waited for larry the kids mined two
of the big ant hills with cherry bombs exploding them in
sudden bursts of dust but already they brushed at the flies
okay brethren gather over here he said finally they

groaned now stay in line keep out of the high sage and
don t fall into a gully they laughed and don t shoot song
birds

ah alienallenailen why not somebody asked in a phoney voice
they shoved and pushed when he turned to open his

trunk just take it easy As each boy received his gun larry
spaced him in the line alienallenailen picked up the browning and
closed the lid they would follow the power poles to the
ledges where they would trap the rabbits and get the best
shooting until dog valley he walked into the space that larry
had left him in the middle okay load your guns

brushing a fly away from his mouth allenalienailen dropped the
inch long shells into the tube magazine then poured the rest
of the box into his pocket T shirts off brown backs already
gleaming with sweat under the sun the boys waited brushed
flies with his light complexion he couldncoulden t take nearly the
sun they could larry was ready on the north end alienallenailen
raised his arm a ripple of shouts and they started directly
above his head the power cables crackled and buzzed the
poles would help to keep the line straight no bad gullies cut
between them and the ledges

allenalienailen walked alert finger on the safety he liked the
tight sensation the feel of the browning next to him ken
dropped a sparrow in a puff of feathers come on daniel
boone he said we re not after sparrows then the shoot-
ing started at the south end but nobody yelled so he knew
that the rabbit got away five minutes later merrill got the first
jack whooped held it up for everybody to see then dropped
it to rip ofofff the tail

the cracking of the 22.2222 s increased as they crowded more
rabbits in front of them but the boys had killed a dozen be-
tween them before allenalienailen got his first good shot the jack
crossed close in front of him ears laid back really moving he
held the trigger down read the spurts of dust both eyes open
the thrill shrinking his guts A little more lead then
whapW h a p and the jack somersaultedsomersaulted into the dust squealed
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holding it with his foot he put the barrel next to its head
and pulled the trigger

okay let s take five he yelled he didndian t want anybody
dropping from heat exhaustion

squatting they drank from their canteens loaded their
guns shouted to each other about how many they had killed
the white T shirts stuffed into their back pockets looked like
tails alienallenailen reloaded twice as big as a cat the jack was a
soft grey color except for the white tail and underbelly alr-
eady flies buzzed around it and a big ant crawled in one of
the long ears he reached down and jerked off the tail

the shooting got better pairs of robins and small flocks
of bluebirds and larks flew ahead of them twice they jumped
hawks and once an owl but always out of range A quarter
of a mile from the shimmering ledges he called the boys in
okay he said we always get a lot of rabbits here but

don t climb up into the ledges vaulting the sage clumps and
yelling like Comanches they went back into the line

trapped the rabbits ran back through the line or around
the ledges and up the hill the automatics cracked the other
guns slower bullets ricocheting zinging five or six rabbits
flashed through the sage ahead of alienallenailen others trying to
sneak by mouth dry heart pounding he shot loaded and
kept shooting the browning slick with sweat broken backed
one jack pawed the ground dog fashion and he finished it
the line got ragged the boys shouting now some cursing
he and larry yelled them back

then alienallenailen got two one sitting front legs out like hands
whapW h a p and it caved in the head half gone the second he

toppled back over a rock shelf As they neared the ledges the
shooting crescendoedcrescendoed then suddenly slacked off the rabbits
gone the boys ran back and forth to head shoot wounded
rabbits argue over kills rip tails count the score then they
stood there all together wiping the sweat from their eyes with
their shirts drinking sorry it was over laughing

okay pretty good alienallenailen said we11ll rest under that big
pinion over there they could find rabbits higher up but
the pinions and ledges made the hunting too tricky and there
could be snakes

sitting in the warm shade they piled the tails in the little
mounds before them kidded alienallenailen and larry about not being
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top guns with the last of their water they washed down the
hershey bars alienallenailen dampened his handkerchief and wiped the
grey dust from his face neck and arms then ate an apple to
clean his teeth the black flies they brushed away lit on the
little piles of blood specked tails below them the aluminum
roofed barns glimmered and on the highway windshieldswindshields
flashed the sun

the big excitement gone now resting they talked hunting
or smoothed the dirt to play ticktacktoe they wanted to know
more about the big rabbit hunt when he and his friends had
killed over two hundred he gave them all the details he
told them that when he came home for christmas vacation
he would take those whose mothers would let them on a two
day hunt out in the west desert they would hunt ducks at
fish springs during the day and rabbits at night along the
road with a spotlight they might even get a coyote or a fox
but he told them that they would have to prove themselves
today

hey look
alienallenailen turned below one of the brown hawks had lit on a

power pole alienallenailen watched then slowly reached for the
browning okay you jokers move aside he said and
we 11ll see who s the daniel boone around here he winked
at larry we buy the root beers if I1 miss you buy us malts
if I1 drop the hawk larry laughed

okay somebody said you re on
even from the prone it was a long shot with a 22.2222 al-

though with his deer rifle he had killed hawks at four times
the range but at the crack of the browning the hawk fell
lazily from the pole yelling T shirts bobbing the boys
charged down the hill after it lon and bruce who brought
the hawk back wings spread between them claimed the talons
if alienallenailen didndian t want them allenalienailen held the warm soft hawk
neat randy said with his pocketknife lon cut off the

talons which he and bruce hung around their necks with
string the other boys groaned danny or cathy s little
brother bobby would like the talons the hawk s black eyes
still glistened

before they left alienallenailen jacked them up about the swearing
he had heard now there s absolutely no need for that he
told them what about that lesson we had two weeks ago
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they promised he had to keep after them the line of power
poles led back to the two cars glimmering in the expanse of
grey green sage but they would cut north the sun was
hotter

at first they got shooting but then it thinned out as it
could sometimes bored the boys shot the pencil long grey
lizards mined ant hills or shot at the large yellow winged
grasshoppers that flew up to light in front of them verlin
killed a squirrel they formed firing squads to kill the spar-
rows tried to find three or four in the top of the same dead
sage twice allenalienailen had to stop the boys next to him from shoot-
ing the robins larks and bluebirds they laughed yelled
hey alienallenailen can I1 shoot this beat up old robin just after

he brought them in to cross the one deep gully at a spot he
had found he had to shout at them not to shoot toward the
cars all he or larry needed was a hole through a windshield

the boys jumped when their naked backs touched the hot
plastic seat covers and sat forward groaned when larry drove
out first five miles west of levan they pulled off at the grove
to eat an artesian well flowed in the center of the cotton
woods and out behind was a small sink fed slough alienallenailen
made them all wash and they blessed the food after he ate
he got his kit from the jockey box and brushed his teeth and
combed his hair the boys grew quiet some of them flipped
pebbles at the hornets settled near the edge of the water
around the well hornets liked anything wet clean a deer
rabbit or even a pheasant and the smell brought hornets he
told the boys how good the hunting would be in dog valley
the last part of the drive was always fantastic so they should
save plenty of shells

feeling clean alienallenailen dozed and came awake to a duck
squawking twisting and turning a drake mallard flew from
the slough out through the cottonwoodscottonwoods he watched it dis-
appear A flock of mallards coming into the decoys was even
better than rooster pheasants exploding out of the corn heart
thudding he liked to crouch in the blind wait then stand
suddenly to kill just the greenheadedgreen headed drakes out of the flock
A fly lit near his mouth tickled

by two 0 clock they were on the road driving west toward
dog valley the land was barren empty not even fences only
the power line then they topped the last rise and dog val
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ley curved off to the northwest in front of them battle
mountain the highest peak in the tinticgintic range was on the
far side the sage dungclung to the bottom some of it head high
right at the edge of the deep center gully he told the boys
that the best drive was on the east side coming back there
a deep wash cut into the main gully at right angles to form
a trap ahead the power line left the road to cut down across
the middle of the valley

the boys asked about deer in the tinticgintic and he told
them that the biggest rack of antlersanglers nailed on their garage
came off battle mountain it was the year before he could
legally carry a rifle his father had made a fantastic three
hundred yard shot that dumped the big four point buck in
a crashing tangle down the side of the ravine blood up to
his elbows he had cleaned the buck for his father when
he got his dental practice going they would hunt elk in wyo-
ming and grizzliesgrizzliergrizzlies in alaska alienallenailen braked to turn off the
asphalt and the heat came in through the open windows at
them

standing next to the car alienallenailen pulled off his T shirt and
stuffed it into his back pocket the boys whistled hey look
it s mr america somebody said they laughed he got the
suntan lotion from his kit when he unlocked the trunk the
first thing he saw was the blunt legged hawk stuffed in be-
tween the spare and the jack david wanted to show it to his
mother okay okay don t shove brethren he said he had
told larry to leave him the spot next to the gully it was over
twenty feet deep in places a seep in the bottom and with all
of the good shooting coming up somebody might get careless
he closed the lid and then reached down to pinch an ant
that crawled through the hair just above his sock

they got better shooting than at levan but it wasngasn t so fast
that the boys didndian t take time to pot sparrows and lizards
just after they crossed under the power line randy shot a big
blow snake he screamed rattler jumped back and started
shooting and everybody went charging over to where he was
alienallenailen ran he had warned them twice aboutsnakesabout snakes the blow
snake lay tangling itself white bellied against the yellow and
black shot through the body half a dozen times from four
guns and not dead yet better be careful your rattlesnake
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doesndoean t bite you randy he said they all laughed but they
were disappointed it wasngasn t a rattler

twice allenalienailen ducked into the high sage to find a spot to
cross the center gully they crossed at three thirty while the
kids formed the new line he stood at the gully s edge and
watched the hornets around the stagnant puddles in the bot-
tom tired the boys began to drag a little but then merrill
gut shot a pregnant rabbit and that brought them back to life
some of the boys shot at the hawks that circled riding the
hot afternoon thermals hunting the trap where the wash hit
the gully would be an excellent way to end the hunt which
the boys would appreciate his father always said that it was
the best spot in the state

when they had hunted back to where the power poles
crossed the valley allenalienailen signaled a halt okay take five
he wanted them to rest before the last drive those who had
water shared it which he liked to see and then they sat brush-
ing at the flies their front pockets bulging with tails by the
time they counted the tails stopped in nephi for drinks they
would get their root beers anyway I1 and had the prayer at the
church it would be after six before he got home thirty feet
in front of him three robins lit in the top of a dead sage

alienallenailen stood up A mile farther on the two cars glimmered
at the edge of the road it had been a good day but it would
be nice to get home shower dress in cool clean clothes and
go over to cathy s maybe they would watch TV wait for
bobby to get lost sunday was always a good day too quiet
with church dinner and then in the evening homemade ice
cream out on the patio with cathy and the family after that
maybe just a walk down the sidewalk under the trees

behind him they talked about the pregnant rabbit some
of the older boys whispering snickering suddenly there was
a ragged drackgrcrackgrackC r a c k one robin flew from the top of the
dead sage two dropped in puffs of brown white feathers
ah one got away you guys are a bum firing squad alienallenailen

turned lon bruce and phil stood holding their raised 22.2222 s

david beside them it had been david s voice
now what did you do that for
ah allenalienailen they re just birds

lon and bruce still wore the hawk talons the string dirty
now all four smiled he looked at them then slowly shook
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his head started to grin what was the use okay okay
okay he said just forget all about what I1 told you but
ill be very glad to get you home to the care and keeping of
your mothers they laughed

across the valley a big stake bed cattle truck kicked up a
plume of dust at the base of battle mountain reaching down
alienallenailen took the browning from against the sage where he had
leaned it all right he said let s get back into line this is

the big one rested eager again they trotted back to their
positions T shirts bobbing take it easy he hollered above
him the power cables sizzled and popped the tall poles ex-
tending across and down the valley to infinity he waved to
larry

the shooting began slowly grew became a steady crackle
the boys started then to yell they went on rabbits flashed
through the sage everywhere ten or twelve breaking into the
open at one time running back from the walls of the wash
trying for the hill rabbits dropped or went somersaulting
wounded spurts of dust jumping around it one rabbit ran in
a tight circle rabbits squealed excited yelling cursing leap-
ing over the sage the crackle of their guns growing the boys
broke from line whirling to shoot to the side or back any-
where caught in a spur of sage allenalienailen saw it larry was wav-
ing shouting something

running now because he had to stop the boys scared
alienallenailen got just to the edge of the high stuff when he heard the
clip clip clip of the slugs from an automatic cutting the sage
in front of him he felt something hit him twice like slaps his
legs went weak he stumbled dropped the browning and fell
forward hitting on his right shoulder in a small clearing
dazed he lay on his side facing the sun he looked down
at the two little black holes in his naked stomach and chest
they didndian t bleed cheek against the dirt he saw the dusty
browning the pebbles and twigs

then very gradually the pain began became finally hot
coals spilt acid knives pushed into him and beyond all he
had ever believed pain was or could be amazed he curled
wrapped his arms around squeezed trying to stop the pain
then he saw only a white glare he couldncoulden t tell if he had
limbs arms and legs the pain blotting out all feeling except
pain there was a center to the pain an intensity which
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seemed beyond feeling only void and he wanted to stop the
pain squeeze harder and curse scream but he couldncoulden t make
any sound

slowly the pain faded almost like noise and he felt his
body relax his arms then a hornet swung back and forth
over his feet above his hands over his face it lit on his
cheek under his eye but he couldncoulden t raise his hand to brush
it away he couldncoulden t feel it someone stood over him blocking
out the sun knelt down he couldncoulden t open his mouth to speak
tell them what to do get to a telephone and call his folks he
couldncoulden t hear anything A blurred face vanished in the weak
yellow glow he began to choke and gasp against the blood
filling his throat and mouth and then he couldncoulden t see



the land
of song and saga

LOFTUR BJARNASON

perhaps you will allow me to introduce my subject with a
quotation from heivam41hacamalvamal the sayings of the high one that
quintessence of wisdom as expressed by our viking forefathers
over 1000 years ago

deyrdear ffe deyjadenja fraendrfrxndr
deyrdear sjalfrsjflfr et sama
en ordstyrrorcl4rrords tyrr deyrdear aldreialdrea
hveimhveem sersr godangoclan getrdetr

deyrdear fe denjadeyja froenfroendtfraendrfroendrdr
deyrdear sjalfrsjilfr et sama
einnbinn veit ek sem aldregialdrege deyrdear
domrd6mrdoar um daudancaudan hvernahvern

rather freely translated into english and with no effort made
to reproduce the poetic quality of the original these verses
mean

cattle die kinsmen pass away
we all die inin our time
but the memory of a man lives on
provided that memory is good

cattle die kinsmen pass away
we all die inin the course of time
one thing only lives forever
the judgment passed on a man at his death

if one will reflect for a moment on the deeper meaning
of these few lines and these are only eight out of several
hundred of havamal I1 think he will reject the hollywood

A brigham young university forum address given on july 25 1968
dr Bibjarnasonarnason professor of literature at the naval postgraduate school in

monterey california was visiting professor at BYU s summer school 1968
he is a recognized authority in scandinavian languages and literature and has
published an anthology of icelandic literature as well as articles in other
scholarly journals
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image of the viking our scandinavian ancestor as a rather
brawny but brainless savage dressed in wolf or bearskinsbearskins
wandering aimlessly and stupidly around looking for some-
one to run his spear into I1 suggest indeed that these few
lines and I1 emphasize again that they represent only an in-
finitesimal portion of the complete poem have an ethical
almost a religious message for us today one that we in the
second half of the twentieth century can take to heart and
use to bring greater significance and purpose to our lives
I1 propose to return to this message a little later but first let
me explain how it came about that this and other great poems
of our pagan ancestors happened to be preserved and handed
down to posterity

As you know charlemagne the king of the franks was
crowned emperor of the holy roman empire in rome on
christmas day in the year 800 he thus became ruler of an
area embracing not only modern france but also portions of
spain italy switzerland austria and germany a greater
area than anyone in western europe had ruled since the down-
fall of the roman empire his name was well known and
respected as far away as kiev in russia and bagdad in the
middle east the russian king eagerly sought an alliance in
marriage with one of the daughters of charlemagne and
harun al rashid the almost legendary potentate of the near
east sent ambassadors and emissaries to the court of the great
frankishprankish king he was indeed a world renowned figure

whether inspired by the success of charlemagne as some
historians assert or whether goaded to it by the taunts of a
beautiful swedish girl whose hand he sought in marriage a
young norwegian princeling by the name of harald at first
called lufa or shockheadShockhead later the fairhairedFairhaired began
about 868 to conquer all of norway and make that which
up to his time had been a free independent country ruled by
local chieftains a monolithic state ruled by a despotic and
autocratic central authority namely harald himself natural-
ly the petty chieftains viewed with alarm this unprecedented
threat to the ancient ways of the country they began to
organize resistance but harald moved too rapidly for them
he defeated one chieftain after another claiming their ter-
ritoriesri as his by right of conquest and levying taxes upon the
people to support his schemes of aggrandizement against the
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others who still resisted finally inin a great sea battle fought
at hafrsfjord in southwestern norway harald overcame the
last organized resistance he had conquered the last of the
great barons and was now ruler of all of norway including
norwegian colonies in ireland scotland the shetlandsShetlands the
faroesfarbes and the hibradesHibrades

after this decisive battle harald gave his conquered enemies
three choices first they could swear allegiance to him be-
come his men and forfeit any inherited rights and privileges
including the ancient right to inherit property second they
could march up and have their heads cut off third they
could leave the country never to return the first choice was
really no choice at all for men who had from time immemorial
considered themselves free men it would mean surrendering
that which they valued more than life itself no more could
they own land inin their own name or pass it on to their sons
few of the real leaders accepted the first alternative the
second choice had somewhat more appeal especially to the
younger unmarried men some wonderful stories are told
about how they joked with each other while waiting their
turn to be decapitated by far the greater number of responsi-
ble former nobles and landowners however accepted the
third alternative and left the country so many left in fact
that whole districts were depopulatedpopulatedde harald inin order to
stem the tide of emigration was finally forced to impose a
tax on anyone who desired to leave the country

the emigres6migr6semigreeemigres representing inin many cases the most ag-
gressivegres sive the most gifted and the most cultured men of the
country fled first to the norwegian possessions overseas that
is to ireland scotland england the isle of man etc here
mingling with and in many cases intermarryingintermarrying with the in-
tellectually sophisticated and culturally advanced inhabitants
of the british isles they aquiredacquired much of the culture of their
new neighbors especially it isis thought they may have been
exposed to the teachings of christianity for england had been
christian since 597 while at this time the scandinavian north
was still pagan england had also known and produced great
imaginative and creative literature such as the deservedly ad-
mired anglo saxon poem beowulf deor s lament and
others no doubt the newcomers quickly saw the advantages
of putting significant ideas down on paper or rather vellum
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and as they left the british isles and wandered on to their
final home in iceland they took with them the cultural ad-
vancementsvancements that they had acquired during their sojourn in the
british isles including perhaps the art of writing they also
took with them their english or irish wives relatives and
friends this is attested by the great number of non scandi
navlan personal and place names in iceland from not only
the personal and place names but from a study of anatomy
and blood types it has been deduced that possibly as many as
fifty percent of the original pioneers the early settlers of ice-
land were of british as opposed to scandinavian origin let
us not underestimate this addition for the celtsbelts have always
been an intellectually gifted race they have excelled in the
arts requiring imagination music poetry and painting

PIONEERS TO ICELAND

like the utah pioneers of 1847 these pioneers 1000 years
earlier first turned their attention to the necessities of life
they chose their land established boundaries determined
fishing rights and built houses for themselves and barns for
their livestock these things done they began to establish
law and order and to pursue cultural activities in the year
930 they established on the plains of thingvellir about 30
miles northeast from reykjavik the famous althingallthingAl thing here all
the great cases were heard and verdicts passed with only
negligible breaks in continuity the allthingalthing has met every
year since its establishment in 930 now after more than
1000 years of continuous meeting it is the oldest deliberative
and parliamentary assembly in the western world far ante-
dating the famous british parliament

in the year 1000 by democratic vote at the althingallthingAlthing
christianity was adopted as the state religion of the re-
public of iceland it is noteworthy that christianity was not
forced upon the people of iceland by some outside power or
at the point of the sword it was rather freely accepted by the
people themselves voting without restraint and with no fear
of reprisal consequently it was a somewhat different brand
of christianity that existed in iceland for the next several
centuries little or no attempt was made on the part of the
church to root out and destroy any latent traces of paganism
that might have existed As a result the people of iceland
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were free to enjoy and to pass on to their descendents the
great treasure of literature mythology and heroic legends
which they had brought with them from the mother country
and which because of the frantic activities of the church on
the mainland to stamp out any suspected spark of heathendom
had soon become lost and forgotten everywhere but in iceland

precisely when that great body of poetry which we now
call the poetic edda and of which the aforementioned
hvameilhavamal constitutes only a part when these poems were
first composed will probably never be determined with cer-
tainty some scholars say they could have their origins during
the period of the migrations of nations ie possibly 400600400 600
AD other authorities insist that such a date is too early
they suggest about 700 to 1000 in any event all agree that
they date from a time when the germanic and scandinavian
world was still not yet completely subjected to the influence
of christianity whenever they were composed we know that
they had been collected by the end of the first quarter of the
12th century and were being written down and copied for the
now well to do and culturally inclined icelandic landowners
and chieftains this body of poetry consisting of ethics and
teachings as well as heroic legends and mythology which com-
prise the poetic edda sometimes called the elder edda is our
main and by far our most reliable source of knowledge of
the culture religion and literature of the pre christian north
without it we would find it difficult indeed to reconstruct
the beliefs and the intellectual life of our scandinavian an-
cestorscestors fortunately at least one copy of the manuscript has
escaped the fires the earthquakes and the floods of iceland
and is now known as the codex regius the royal
manuscript

much as the Icelanders loved good poetry and heroic
legends in verse they enjoyed even more good stories of men
they knew told in a terse and graphic prose style out of this
love of good storytelling developed the famous icelandic
family sagas these are stories of actual men and women
who are identifiable as historical characters and of events that
unquestionably took place but were artistically retouchedtouchedretoucherre by
the imagination of the storyteller some of these sagas are
so meticulously based on history that they have been accepted
by the most scrupulous of historians as actual fact an ex
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ample of this type is the famous egils saga others have
been proved to have no historical foundation whatsoever and
to be inin their entirety highly artistic creations of someone s

imagination this however in no manner lessens their value
as literary works quite the contrary it probably increases their
value we can turn to other sources for our historical infor-
mation an example of this purely fictional type of saga is
the saga of hrafnkell the priest of frey or hrafnkels saga
freysgodafreysgoafrelsFreys godagodgoa as it isis called inin icelandic and it isis without a doubt
one of the best motivated and cleverly written short novelsnoveisnovelsnoveis
ever put on paper only two examples out of several hundred
sagas have been cited time will not allow a detailed discussion
of the literature of 15th13th century iceland I1 will merely assert
that both inin quantity and inin quality itiftittiti surpasses anything pro-
duced inin northern and western europe between the age of per-
icles on the one hand and the age of elizabeth on the other ill
put it a different way any seriousserious student can read just about
everything that has been preserved of english andor anglo
saxon literature up to the time of chaucer ca 1400 in two
or three evenings of reading no one could possibly do more
than skim the surface of the best of the icelandic literature of
this age in less than a month of diligent study

CONSTANT ICELANDIC LITERARY production
nor has there been any break or hiatus in icelandic

literature from that day to this icelandic authors and poets
have been active and creative even at times when the economic
level of the country was at a pitifully low ebb for centuries
it has been the custom in the icelandic farmhouses for every-
one to gather in one room and spend the long winter after-
noons and evenings listening to one of the members read from
the old sagas or quote poetry usually each member of the
family would take his turn at reading for a half hour or so
while the other members carded wool spun knitted socks

repaired harnesses or wove horsehair ropes this custom not
only provided each member of the family practice in reading
it also gave every member an opportunity to become well
acquainted with the history of the country and its literature
finally it also provided each member with an opportunity to
compare iceland s literature with that of the outside world
for the reading was by no means confined to any one sub
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jece or any one era one of the favorite sports was a sort of
spelling bee with poetry the first person would quote a
poem as long or as short as he liked the next person had
to quote another poem beginning with the same word as the
last word of the poem just quoted somehow I1 am inclined
to think that such a custom isis about as entertaining and cer-
tainly more intellectually stimulating than watching paid en-
tertainers on television

since about 1800 or soon thereafter there has been even
greater literary activity than before almost everyone has heard
of halldor kiljankilian laxness who won the nobel prize for litera-
ture a few years ago for his novel independent people recentl-
y he has written an almost whimsical account of how mor-
monism was preached in iceland during the latter half of the
last century how the icelandic mormonscormons came to utah and
what happened to them there As famous as laxness is how-
ever there are some who contend that gunnar gunnarsson
who writes historical novels is the more creative artist krist-
mann gudmundsson though not so well known has produced
several really good novels davidnavid stefanssonStefins son who died just
recently was certainly as great a poet as many whose works are
more widely known einar benediktsson and stephan G
stephanssonstephenssonStephansson who left iceland as a young man lived for sev-
eral years in north dakota and finally moved to canada
are both poets that can be compared favorably with any living
in the english speaking world during the last century or so
nor has the short story been neglected there are at least a
dozen icelandic writers of short fiction that I1 would rate favor-
ably with most writing in the rest of europe or the united
states in fact the short story as a form of artistic expression
is vigorously practiced and enthusiastically read and apprec-
iated books of short stories actually rival books of poetry in
status this is the more significant when one considers that
poetry has long been the favorite form of literature among the
Icelanders in fact it has sometimes been asserted that almost
any icelander would rather be considered a good poet than be
elected prime minister

although the Icelanders are very fond of the drama they
have not been as successful in thatfieldatfieldchatfieldththatthai field as in the novel the
short story or in poetry still there are at least a half dozen
or so icelandic dramas that deserve high praise at the present
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moment agnar thordarssonThordarsson the national librarian probably
evidences the greatest promise in this field but he by no means
has the field to himself

As we said the original settlers of iceland arrived between
874 and 930 and were of scandinavian principally south-
western norwegian stock strongly mixed with celtic and
british blood when they arrived they must have been amazed
at the number of geysers and hot springs for it is unlikely that
they had seen such phenomena in scandinavia or the british
isles they soon made use of them however by diverting their
warm water runoff into pools for bathing and swimming or
for washing clothes this trend has continued even to the pres-
ent day the whole city of reykjavik for example is now
heated by hot water from the boiling springs located just on
the outskirts of the city what a convenience it is to have one s
house always at the precise temperature that one desires it
never to have to haul coal or tend the furnace hundreds of
farmhouses out in the country have also diverted the natural
hot water to heat the houses and even the barns acres of
greenhouses are warmed in a like manner so that roses car-
nations tomatoes and other flowers and vegetables and even
grapes figs and bananas can now be grown inside the green-
house while outside the bitter arctic wind may whistle directly
down from thenorththe north pole these green houses although cov-
ering many acres cannot raiseraise enough however to affect the
economy of the country still they represent a promise of what
can be done in the future

ICELANDS IMPORTS AND EXPORTS

because of the location of the country its northern tip
lies just inside the arctic circle and because of excessive rain
during the growing season grains and fruits do not ripen well
in iceland with negligible exceptions all grains and fruits
and many vegetables must be imported to pay for these ice-
land exports fish in all forms fresh dried salted and frozen
meat especially succulantsucculasucculentnt young lamb hides and skins and
feathers particularly eiderdowneiderdown eider ducks are protected by
law with a severe fine for anyone who molests them especially
when they are brooding nevertheless over ninety percent of
the economy of the country depends upon fish and fish prod-
ucts that is cod liver oil fish meal fertilizers etc
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recently a small amount of manufacturing has been de-
veloped in iceland principally furniture and carpets some
amount of processed woolen goods such as ski sweaters mit-
tens socks etc are exported or sold to tourists and very re-
cently a modest amount of mining has been done but still as
we have said approximately ninety percent of iceland s exports
are fish and fish products with the overwhelming percentage
going to russia because of unfavorable trade restrictions the
united states imports relatively little

in addition to utilizing the hot water of the springs and
geysers the Icelanders during the last half century have har-
nessed the electrical potential of their numerous rivers and
waterfalls the result is that electricity is now so inexpensive
in iceland that reykjavik and the other major cities are bril-
liantly lighted even during the long winnier nights while out
in the country houses which were once dark and gloomy from
mid november to mid march are now not only well lighted
both inside and out but are efficiently and comfortably heated
with hot spring water or electricelectricityity whichever is the most
convenient in the area obviously this means that cooking
over an old fashioned peat or turf burning stove is out-
moded the latest in electric stoves washing machines dryers
vacuum cleaners and even hair dryers are eagerly purchased
by the Icelanders and today the most remote farmhouse may
have the latest in AMFMAM FM radio or an ultramodern TV set by
means of which the farmer keeps abreast of the weather and
the world news this may of course produce some strange in-
congruities the icelandic housewife may be spinning yarn
on a wheel used by her great grandmother while watching a
perry mason whodunitwho dun it on her ultramodern television set

As you undoubtedly already know iceland is located not
quite halfway between greenland and norway and is about
40000 square miles in size or about one halfbalfhalghaig the size of utah
nearly eighty percent of the land is high mountainous plateau
covered for the most part with barren fields of lava or shifting
sands with elevations reaching up to nearly 7000 feet at this
latitude bordering on the arctic circle such plateaus and
especially such peaks are completely uninhabitable in the
wintertime they may be covered with ten to twenty feet of
snow at any season of the year the winds are likely to be
severe and biting most of the people live within a few miles
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of the sea where the modifying effects of one branch of the
gulf stream produce a climate very much like that of seattle
or british columbia damp and rainy but not excessively
cold something like two thirds of the people live on the fertile
southern coast stretching from just north of reykjavik east-
ward to myrdal more than a third of the total population of
200000 or about 80000 live in reykjavik the capital city
thirty miles north of the US base at keflavikKeflavik reykjavik is
an ultramodern and cosmopolitan city in every respect with
several art museums excellent theaters and movie houses
three or four daily newspapers a university a classical latin
school a teacher s college a national library three or four ex-
cellent hotels and many beautiful homes schooling is com-
pulsory through the equivalent of our eighth grade and avail-
able to anyone beyond that point who proves himself capable
and eager to learn there is no illiteracy in iceland

I1 sincerely doubt whether there is anyone in this auditorium
who does not know that just 121 years ago in 1847 the mor-
mon pioneers under the leadership of brigham young entered
the great salt lake valley there may be a few however
who do not know that scarcely three years later in 1850 mor-
mon missionaries from utah were active in denmark among
the nearly 400 converts that they brought into the faith during
the next few years were two icelanderselandersIc who were in denmark
studying and learning a trade one of these two young men
gudmundur gudmundsson traveled with the other converts
to zion arriving in utah in 1855 the first icelander as far
as we know to travel so far west the other thorarin haflihaefli
dasonchasonjason returned to iceland to spread the glad tidings of the
gospel he converted several to the faith but unfortunately
his activities were cut short by his untimely death by drown-
ing only a few months after returning home to iceland

it might be mentioned that when thorarin haflidasonhafliclasonHaflhagl idason went
back to iceland after his conversion to the faith about 1853 he
was followed by several missionaries who were sent out from
utah in fact for over half a century latter day saint mission-
aries labored in the land of song and saga many converts were
made and many more Icelanders became friends of the church
but for one reason or another chose not to join officially

the momentum gained however was continued and other
missionaries took over haflidasonhafficlasonHaflhafi idason s work of those people con
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vertedaverted to the faith a group of sixteen left for utah arriving in
1855 they were led by a man called samuel bjarnason brig-
ham young directed them to settle in spanish fork where a
colony of scandinavians had already established themselves
this modest group of sixteen were soon joined by others in-
cluding my grandparents during the next twenty or thirty years
forty or so icelandic families made their way to utah to aug-
ment the icelandic colony in spanish fork some of them par-
ticipating in the famous handcart brigade A memorial to this
original group of sixteen stands at 3rdard south and 8thath east in
spanish fork it is an artistic and fitting memorial to a group
of people who motivated by faithfalthfaifalfaithundthundand a commendable religious
zeal gave up the ties that bound them to the homeland gave
up peace and security bravedthebravbravededthethe dangers and endured the hard-
ships of pioneering a new area and established homes in the
wilderness

ICELANDIC influences IN UTAH

these icelandic settlers brought with them the traits of in-
dustry the love of learning and the endurance and fortitude
that have always characterized their race characteristics that
their descendants have preserved and perpetuated natur-
ally they have intermarriedintermarried so that nowtherenow there are few in utah
who are icelandic on both sides but they have nevertheless
contributed generously to the economic social and cultural life
of their adopted community they have become good citizens
capable businessmen respected judges and leading educators

about the time of world war I1 the icelandic mission was
closed by decision of the church I1 understand that steps are
now being taken to reopen this mission I1 predict on the basis
of my experience there that latter day saints will find goodwill
and friendship among the Icelanders when the mission is actu-
ally opened this is because so many Icelanders have an uncle
john or an aunt sigrid here in utah and they have experienced
and heard little but good of the latter day saints others have
traveled in the united states have come to utah and have been
impressed with what they have seen here whatever the number
of latter day saints actually living in iceland at the present
time and they are admittedly few the church can count on
a firm basis of friendship and goodwill when our missionaries

arrivearrive
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the icelander s philosophy of life has been precisely that
which is stated in the excerpt from havamalhvam41 which 1 quoted
earliereadler namely that what happens physically to the man is un-
important inevitably he will die and his possessions will pass
away but what good he does for his fellow human beings will
be remembered his memory will be treasured not for the ma-
terial possessions that he amasses but for the great and noble
erial possessions that he amasses but for the great and noble
deeds that he accomplishes perhaps this is a point of view that
we can all take to our hearts and allow to become our guide
and lodestone in our dealings with each other certainly such
a philosophy will give us greater understanding and sympathy
for our fellow human beings and lead us into a more civilized
and christian wayofwalofway of life
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C S lewis christian reflections grand rapids michigan
william B eerdmans publishing co 1967 p 176 3955953.95395

reviewed by eloise bell who is an instructor of english
at brigham young university she has been interested inin C
S lewis work through the years and writes this review having
read most of his published work

christian reflections is not the book by which one should
make first acquaintance with its author C S lewis but it is

the most recent book of lewis writings and as such a splen-
did excuse for talking about a man not well enough known in
this corner of the vineyard

the book was not really intended as an introduction put
together by a friend walter hooper after lewis death it is

a collection of papers essays and in at least one instance in-
complete notes we can be quite sure that if the author him-
self had prepared the materials for general publication there
would have been some significant changes for one of lewis
greatest gifts was his ability to make every subject he undertook
to treat perfectly clear and full of light some of the material
in christian reflections on the other hand still lacks the final
polish that makes transparency of the haze but that problem
is a most minor one for those of us to whom any appearance
of new work by C S lewis is cause for celebration

mormonscormons generally I1 believe have one of two attitudes
toward reading religious writings by non mormonscormons the first
attitude is that such extracurricular wanderings are somehow
slightly heretical an idea similar to that expressed by a well
meaning missionary who took me to task once for praying in a
non mormon chapel or at least a waste of time have you
read everything by the general authorities first

the second attitude toward non LDS religious writings is

that of the reader who wants to be debonair in the truest sense
of the word he wants to be familiar with the ideas and beliefs
of other faiths and thus attacks their documents with lively
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curiosity and great goodwill As some men like to be consid-
ered well traveled this debonair reader likes to be considered
well read in the realm of the religious

the non mormon writer C S lewis deserves an approach
different from either of these we should go to him to learn
how to be better christians

let no one think I1 intend to give alarm to the conservatives
or license to the the liberals we should not go to lewis to
learn what to believe even if we did we would be disappoint-
ed for he steers clear of this ground with firm determination
in his preface hooper quotes a letter by lewis when all is
said about the divisions of christendom remains by god s

mercy an anonymous common ground hooper continues
from that time on lewis thought that the best service he

could do was to explain and defend the belief that has
been common to nearly all christians at all times that enor-
mous common ground which he usually referred to as mere
christianity p vii

the old farmer of the anecdote in refusing the progressive
new implements of the young salesman said son I1 already
know a heap better than I1 do lewis great contribution to
mormonscormons as to any others seeking to follow the saviour is that
he can help us live better the truths we already espouse that
is the chief reason why christian reflections is not the book to
choose if C S lewis is unknown to you its attention is focused
a bit less on the how than on the why to be sure he still deals
with the why of the common ground but there is perhaps a
little less here than in most of his books that will enable you to
do a better job of living the righteous life tomorrow morning

and yet and yet if lewis makes any point at all
over and over in his books it is that righteousness is required
in all endeavors of a man s life and if as it seems to me the
topics in christian reflections are more subtle and esoteric
than lewis usually treats they are nonetheless about man s

life and his righteous living of it

hear him on christianity and literature for example

the christian writer may be self taught or original he
may base his work on the transitory being that he is not
because of the vision that appeared to it but if his talents
are such that he can produce good work by writing in an
established form and dealing with experiences common to all
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his race he will do so just as gladly and always of
every idea and of every method he will ask not Is it mine
but Is it good

this seems to me the most fundamental difference be-
tween the christian and the unbeliever in their approach to
literature but I1 think there is another the christian will
take literature a little less seriously the unbeliever isis
always apt to make a kind of religion of his aesthetic exper-
iences but the christian knows from the outset that the
salvation of a single soul is more important than the pro-
duction or preservation of all the epics and tragedies in the
world appp 9109 10

lewis will not let us remain merely intellectual even
when discussing church music church music is not just an
aesthetic question to be discussed it is part of our worship
and hence material for righteous living or its opposite

in this essay lewis discusses the pros and cons of elevating
the aesthetic quality of church music or keeping a lesser music
that is more familiar and more acceptable to the unmusical
congregation he refers to the musical activity of such a gonconcon-
gregationgregation as shouting and says that there is no harm in such
shouting if the intent on the part of all is the glory of god
but he adds

the power of shouting stands very low in the hierarchy
of natural gifts and it would be better to learn to sing if
we could it is not the mere ignorance of the unmusical
that really resists improvement it is jealousy arrogance
suspicion and the wholly detestable species of conservatism
which those vices engender I1 do not think it can be the
business of the church greatly to cooperate with the modernmodem
state in appeasing inferiority complexes and encouraging the
natural man s instinctive hatred of excellence appp 979897 98

please note that lewis does not condemn conservatism in
this quotation only one wrong brand of it he is himself
most conservative

lewis sincere and practical approach to righteousness is
most typically shown in the essay called petitionary prayer
A problem without an answer here he thinks about our
seemingly paradoxical instructions about prayer instructions
he designates as pattern A and pattern B in pattern A we are
told to pray thy will be done and to pray ever with this
qualification in our hearts but in pattern B we are told to
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pray with the firm belief that whatever we ask in his name
we will receive Is it really possible to do both at once to
have a perfect assurance that we will receive whatever we ask
as we are told in john 1413 and to maintain at the same
time the reservation not my will but thine be done lewis
presents some interesting possibilities but does not give any
final answer yet unlike so many modern writers lewis is

looking for an answer he concludes at present I1 have got
no further how am I1 to pray this very night one is
convinced this question is more than rhetoric

one last example of lewis dominant theme that all
subjects are spiritual subjects and all decisions are relevant to
our spirituality in the final essay entitled the seeing eye
he treats the question of space travel and its possible conse-
quences for our theology for centuries untold men have gazed
at the stars and wondered if other rational creatures existed
somewhere with the restoration of the gospel mormonscormons
received their answer to that question it is illuminating how-
ever to see lewis classify the possibilities inherent in those
11 worlds withoutwttnout number from the unfallenungalienallenailen to the totally
depraved and back to counterparts of our redeemed selves
As this review is being written two great powers are planning
to send men around the moon such a stride will have its mani-
fold scientific political and sociological implications but
lewis concern supersedes all these what efforts will such
exploration have upon the souls of men

if one has not read any of C S lewis perhaps he should
begin with the screwtapeScrew tape letters the great divorce or four
loves but it does not really matter read any of his works
thoughtfully and you will seek out the others one by one until
you with the rest of his readers mourn his untimely death at
that point you will probably be most grateful to walter
hooper for giving us christian reflections
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klaus J hansen quest for empire east lansing michigan
michigan state university press 1967 p 237 650goo6506.50

reviewed by james R clark who isis a professor of religious
education at brigham young university As dr clark states
inin his reviewreview his study has taken him over much the same
subject as the book treats

this is a review of reviews a sort of postmortem
not that the book isis dead it isis very much alive but there

have been so many reviewsreviews of this book since it was published
by the michigan state university press inin 1967 that to now
write a reviewreview would seem almost like picking the bones of
last year s thanksgiving turkey all of the reviewers seem
thankful that klaus hansen wrote the book and seem to be
agreed that its publication constitutes a definite contribution
to mormon americana

the book has been reviewed widely across the united
states in such prestigious history journals as the journal of
american history formerly the mississippi valley historical
review the new york historical society quarterly ohio
history michigan history arizona and the westweyrweirwl est journal of
the weyrwestweftwl est pacific historical review and dialogue its review-
ers and their professional qualifications inin the field of history
are equally impressive

davis bitton who wrote the review for the new york
historical society quarterly is professor of european history
at the university of utah charles C cole jr who wrote for
ohio history isis a professor at lafayette college john W
hakola of the university of maine wrote the review for the
journal of american history merle W wells archivist and
historian of the idaho historical society contributed the re-
view to journal of the weftwestvestpestrest while A R mortensen professor
of history at the university of utah and formerly editor of the
utah historical review wrote the review for arizona and the
wesrwestweftwl est the reviewreview for the pacific historical review was written
by a colleague of dr mortensen on the history faculty of the
university of utah S lyman tyler formerly librarian of the
J reuben clark jr library at brigham young university
B carmon hardy of the faculty of california state college
at fullerton california contributed to this impressive roll of
book reviews of klaus hansen s work through the pages of
michigan history
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the most complete and perhaps the most searching review
of quest for empire to date to come to the attention of the
present reviewer is that of richard D poll professor of history
and associate director of the honors program at brigham
young university which appeared in the autumn 1967 issue
of dialogue A journal of mormon thought

bitton felt that although the book was one which no
student ofearlyof early mormonism can afford to ignore neverthe-
less there were places in the book where an undue amount
of weight had been placed on a few pieces of evidence

cole was of the opinion that hansen had attempted to
provide his readers with a restrained temperate objective
accountofaccount of some of the political implications of mormonism
but that his style is pedestrian and its appeal would be
largely to specialists in the field of mormonism

wells said that the book was a distinct contribution to
western history to mormon history and to the history of
religious thought of the nineteenth century he criticized
hansen and perhaps justifiably for making his account of the
council of fifty a little too much utah centered during the
later period what wells was rightly pointing out is the fact
that idaho history is almost equally important in church state
relations during the western period of hansen s study

mortensen begins his review of hansen s quest for empire
with this statement in many ways this book is one of the
most difficult this reviewer has attempted to assess his ra-
tionale for its being difficult to review is that it deals with
a subject about which so many people even so called authori-
ties claim to know so much and yet in reality know so little I1

mortensen maintains that although the book may raise as many
questions as it answers it will be around for a long time

unfortunately a copy of lyman tyler s review was not
available at the time of the present writing A not unusual
experience at the library immediate past issues of pacific
historical review are at the bindery

hardy said in his review that hansen s study was a splen-
did contribution to mormon scholarship and indicated that it
was filled with new and interesting illuminations he claims
that quest for empire provides the most complete account
of the council of fifty yet available
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hakola of the university of maine maintains that quest
for empire isis meticulously researched and clearly written
and that isis a significant addition to mormon history and
american intellectual history

dr richard D poll as mentioned before has written what
appears to the present writer to be the most complete as well
as the most searching reviewreview of the book yet published

after quoting a part of a january 1863 message of gov-
ernor brigham young of the quasi state of deseret to the
legislature of the quasi government in utah dr poll makes
this comment in the beginning of his review of hansen s book

for many years mormon historians including this re-
viewerviewer found inin this language of brigham young s nothing
more than the typical hyperbole of brigham young and
frustration at the failure of deseret s third bid for admission
to the union today thanks to the research of james R clark
dale morgan leonard arrington juanita brooks hyrum
andrus and now this important work by klaus J hansen
the quoted statement evokes a concept and a theme which
often recurs inin the history of the LDS church inin the nine-
teenth century

poll maintains therefore that while hansen s book isis not
a pioneer effort inin the field its contribution does lie in further
11 exploring the context from which the kingdom concept
emerged and in tracing the developing theme in much fuller
detail than has been previously done

poll s evaluation of some of the weaknesses of the book
are couched in such terms as these

the resort to plausibility when evidence isis insufficient
or lacking is risky business

this reviewerreviewer believes that dr hansen goes beyond
a safe depth inin pursuit of some of his minorminor hypotheses

the book repeats itself and its tendency to build a
larger hypothetical structure than its evidence will sustain
has already been mentioned

nevertheless dr poll says of quest for empire this is a
well researched and well written book

the present writer first became aware of the problems in
mormon history discussed inin quest for empire during research
for his doctoral dissertation on the topic of church state rela-
tions in education in utah 184719571847 1957
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it later developed that klaus hansen as an undergraduate
and then as a graduate history major at brigham young uni-
versityversity had been working along somewhat similar lines but
with a different emphasis both pieces of research done inde-
pendently and for the most part unknown to each other led
us both to some of the same conclusions about the importance
of the concept of the political kingdom of god and the coun-
cil of fifty in mormon history at least in the early utah per-
iod hansen continued his research independently as did the
present writer with hansen s research resulting first in a mas-
ter s thesis at brigham young university on the topic later a
doctoral study and then finally quest for empire

my own research independently along the same lines re-
sulted in a presentation of the topic before the utah academy
of sciences arts and letters publication in the proceedings of
the utah academy and also in the utah historical quarterly
and also the introductory chapters in my doctoral dissertation
at utah state university in 1958 with S george ellsworth
professor of history as dissertation chairman

writing from this background I1 find that I1 am in agree-
ment with most of what hansen says in quest for empire
I1 agree with his other reviewers that it is a distinct contribu-
tion to mormon literature and mormon historical inter-
pretationpretation

I1 would caution the reader however as did mr poll
against the acceptance of all of hansen s conclusions especially
those for the pre exodus period I1 cannot agree for instance
that the evidence hansen offers establishes the connections he
makes between the council of fifty as a secret organization
and the canitesdanites of the missouri period nor can I1 yet accept
all of his conclusions for the connection between the council
of fifty the kingdom of god concept and the exploration for
further settlement in texas and elsewhere by some of the di-
vergent mormon groups following the death of joseph smith

I1 would recommend that the book be in the library how-
ever of every serious and knowledgeable student of mormon
history
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J B PHILLIPS ring of truth A translators testimony
new york the macmillan company 1967 125 ppap 2952952.95

reviewed by richard lloyd anderson professor of history
and religion at brigham young university dr anderson
former book reviewreview editor of brigham young university
studies has specialized inin ancient history new testament
studies and early mormon history

if jesus indicted ancient priests for overloading scriptural
commands with burdens grievous to be borne modern new
testament scholarship also should be indicted for reduplicating
the process after one has glimpsed both the miraculous
christian beginnings and the rugged personal power of christ
and his apostles serious study then points the path through
dense thickets of philology history and methodology alt-
hough certain skills are required for an accurate knowledge of
the new testament message it isis an occupational hazard to
be so technically proficient that only technicalities are of
interest it is precisely for this reason that J B phillips ring
of truth isis a landmark after goodspeed produced his ameri-
can translation he reviewed his field through a conciseconcise but
classic discussion of key translation problems after phillips
produced his new testament inin modern english the most
successful contemporary private translation he has written
a retrospective discussion of another kind he isis concerned with
his impressions of the authenticity of the story as judged by the
sincerity of the men who made it and wrote about it this is not
a book of scholarship inin the conventional sense for it is con-
spicuously lacking inin footnotes fails to build a case out of
extensive data and is delightfully easy reading nevertheless it
is the work of a scholar who after mastering details comes back
to the main point of the investigation the essential meaning
of the new testament

by a fitting coincidence phillips work of retrospection was
published the same year as the posthumous essays of the learned
critic C S lewis who though not intimate with phillips gave
crucial encouragement at the beginning of his translation work
all of the essays in lewis christian reflections bear thought-
ful reading but his modern theology and biblical criticism
challenges the competence of experts in language and history to
be also the sole experts in evidential matters awhile1whilewahewhhe I1
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respect the learning of the great biblical critics I1 am not yet
persuaded that their judgment is equally to be respected 1 both
lewis and phillips react negatively to the present trend in
source criticism which insists confidently that the gospels are
records not about the events they portray but really about the
mind of the church a generation or more later lewis logically
exposed the multiple assumptions of such a position but
phillips openly claims the spiritual witness that the events of
the new testament story actually happened he does not
belabor the point but simply states it as a fact of his experi-
ence

I1 must inin common justice confess here that for years
I1 had viewed the greek of the new testament with a rather
snobbish disdain I1 had read the best of classical greek both at
school and cambridge for over ten years although I1
did my utmost to preserve an emotional detachment I1 found
again and again that the material under my hands was strange-
ly alive it spoke to my condition in the most uncanny
way I1 say uncanny for want of a better word but it was a
very strange experience to sense not occasionally but almost
continually the living quality of those rather strangely
assorted books to me it is the more remarkable because I1
had no fundamentalist upbringing and although as a priest of
the anglican church I1 had a great respect for holy scripture
this very close contact of several years of translation pro-
duced an effect of inspiration which I1 have never experi-
enced even in the remotest degree in any other work appp
242524 25

phillips has done more than list his subjective impressions
as a translator however since he explains that certain realities
force him to the position that the new testament contains the
honest reports of men who saw miracles including the greatest
miracle of the resurrection paul for instance is a sure witness
to what circulated in the church within two decades after
christ s death consequently I1 corinthians 15 looms as in some
ways the most important chapter in the new testament

I1 was struck again by the over five hundred christians who
saw jesus simultaneously of whom paul comments the
majority are still alive the evidence for the resurrection
does not rest on hysterical visions in the half light of early
dawn but on actual appearances the last of which seems

C S lewis christian reflections grand rapids michmidi william B
eerdmans publishing co 1967 p 161igiigl
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to have happened to paul I1 noticed the flat matter of fact
recital of known events there is no attempt to persuade or
prove and certainly there is no artistic embellishment paul
isis inin effect saying these are the historic facts which we
know p 32

many specialists would respond by undercutting the resurrection
appearances on the ground of their fragmentary nature com-
pounded by some inconsistency to phillips their very lack of
sophistication is a mark of their genuineness admittedly they
are not arranged as evidence for any court of law or for
that matter any critic I1 should be highly suspicious of them
if they were p 112 the essence of the ring of truth is the
lack of sustained piety of the new testament record its history
and letters are not concerned with a public image but with an
overpowering story in which the actors are the recognizable
mortals that all of us know phillips finds this the real ground
of credibility this curious mixture of the earthly and the
heavenly p 110 this is simply to say that since personal
patterns are so honestly portrayed by all new testament
writings there is every reason to suppose that divine revela-
tions are reported with equal integrity much more might be
done with this human archaeology of the scriptures

latter day saints will find other facets of phillips intriguing
he discovered appp 697069 70 the value of suffering for character
building in mortality the place where god begins his work
of making us into what he wants us to be p 103 he reports
that his convictions of immortality were confirmed by two
experiences of personal comfort in which the departed C S

lewis appeared and spoke brief words of encouragement in the
midst of personal despondency phillips most scintillating
theme however is his reaction against the processed jesus
in the place of this mythical and lifeless figure phillips sees
one toughened and disciplined in following the path laid out
for him by his father p 95 this vivid image of jesus was
not phillips point of beginning but a character emerged who
11 was sudden death to pride pomposity and pretense on
purely personal grounds christ stands as the overwhelming
figure of the new testament by the sheer strength of a unified
and utterly dedicated personality p 86
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four faith promoting classics salt lake city bookcraft
1968 3955953.95395

the marriage of photography and printing has produced
the inexpensive but accurate reprint four individual volumes
of george Q cannon s faith promoting series are so produced
they are portions of what was virtually an oral history project
undertaken while many still lived from joseph smith s genera-
tion a generation which survived the early persecutions and
migrations and left the legacy of the heroic period of mission-
ary work since cannon disclaimed sensationalism as the
criterion of selection his admittedly apologetic purpose was
nevertheless combined with simple narratives that are the raw
material of history consequently this collection of shorter
reminiscences gathers both the miraculous healings and reve-
lations and the naturalistic missions and persecutions
description cannon literally saved from oblivion these personal
experiences of conversion and service to the latter day move-
ment prophetically writing in one preface that men will seek
with avidity for such firsthand information but a few years
hence if such a collection is not comprehensive history it is
nevertheless the history of faith and the basis for it from those
who were eyewitnesses from the beginning through this col-
lection the reader may relive the impact of oliver cowdery s

first testimony that he had seen an angel experience the de-
fensive indigationindagationindigation that caused two unconverted brothers of
brigham young to interpose themselves between a menacing
group and a missionary or share in a hundred other memorable
events hopefully other reproductions will follow since the
original collection contains volumes never reprinted and others
not yet photomechanically reprinted

23222252
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the institute of mormon studies presents its initial group
study of church history

MORMON ORIGINS IN NEW YORK

TRUMAN G MADSEN guest editor

MORMON ORIGINS IN NEW YORK AN introductory ANALYSIS

james B allenalienailen and leonard J arrington

THE EARLY ACCOUNTS OF JOSEPH SMITHS FIRST VISION dean
C jessee

awakeningsAWAKEN INGS IN THE BURNED OVER DISTRICT NEW LIGHT ON
THE historical SETTING OF THE FIRST VISION milton V
backman jr

REVEREND GEORGE LANE GOOD GIFTS MUCH GRACE AND
MARKED usefulness larry C porter

HOW AUTHENTIC ARE MORMON HISTORIC SITES IN VERMONT
AND NEW YORK T edgar lyon

THE SHAPING OF THE MORMON MIND IN NEW ENGLAND AND
NEW YORK marvin S hill

circumstantial confirmation OF THE FIRST VISION THROUGH

reminiscences richard L anderson

BYU studies announces the appointment of dr spencer J palmer as
book review editor and expresses gratitude to dr richard L ander-
son who has served in that capacity for the past four years he will
remain on the editorial board

BYU studies also welcomes the following new members to the edi-
torial board

T edgar lyon research historian nauvoo restoration inc

earl A olson assistant church historian LDS historian s office

douglas H parker professor of law university of colorado

eugene E campbell professor of history brigham young university

neal E lambert assistant professor of english brigham young uni-
versity

spencer J palmer associate professor of history of religion brig-
ham young university
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